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SUMMARY 
In applying conservation and fertility improvement plans, farmers 
have a choice between alternative combinations of land use, fertilizer 
applications and erosion control practices. Within limits, they may 
rhoose between different rotations and different fertilizer applications 
combined with different erosion control practices and still farm the land 
in accordance wIth the soil capabilities. 
While land use in accordance with soil capabilities and appropriate 
fertilization is basic to soil conservation, these measures need to be 
supplemented by supporting conservation practices such as contouring, 
sod waterways, mulching, drainage, flumes, etc., if soil is to be con· 
served and improved most efficiently. 
Successful conservation farming (that system which will increase 
total farm production, build up soil fertility, control erosion and maxi· 
mize earnings) cannot be tailor·made to fit all farms but involves con· 
sideration of each individnal's situation. The farmer (and those work· 
ing with him) must analyze his problem to determine his costs and 
returns for the farm as a whole under alternative combinations oE crops, 
fertilization and supporting conservation measures to determine which 
system will best fit his capital position and abilities and still do the 
conservation job. 
Contour CUltivation, strip cropping and terracing are comparatively 
simple measures designed to retard or prevent the runoff of water and 
soil erosion. These measures may be used individually or in combi· 
nation. Strip·cropped and terraced land, however, is generally farmed 
on the contour. Studies in various states in this region show that 
these practices are generally profitable, since they permit a more in· 
tensive crop rotation under given erosion hazards, reduce soil and water 
losses, increase crop yields, and generally reduce or do not increase 
farm operating costs. 
Grass watel'ways help to remove runoff without damage to the land. 
In addition to reducing or preVenting soil and water losses, grass 
waterways, once established, make for easier farm operation and are· 
duction of prod netion costs. 
:Mulch tillage and its various ramifications, while still more 01' less 
in the experimental stage in the North Central Region, reduces erosion 
hazards, permits more intensive crop rotations, helps maintain and in· 
crease soil organic matter and soil tilth, and increases the retention 
of water in the soil. Yields are often reduced under mulch tillage be· 
cause of decreases in nitrate accumUlation in the soil, but this can be 
largely offset by proper nitrogen fertilization. 
Improving drainage is an important conservation practice. It per· 
mits the intensive use of the fertile, level cropland for row crops so 
that sloping land on the farm can be used for less intensive cropping 
in accordance with its land use capabilities. Drainage results in more 
certain and higher crop yields and reduces current operating costs. The 
cost of draining an area depends upon the type oE drainage construction, 
soil type, the required capacity of the drainage system, the distance to 
an outlet, and other factors. Original investments for drainage are 
generally large, but if properly "engineered" drainage is a profitable 
investment under many conditions. 
Supplemental irrigation in the humid portion of the North Central 
Region is primarily in the experimental stage. However, as improved 
practices and high fertilization are applied more intensively, water be· 
comes more of a limiting factor. It appears that supplemental irrigation 
may be economically feasible under many conditions in our quest for 
high per acre yields, a longer and more certain grazing season and 
specialized crops. 
Economics of Some Soil Conservation 
Practices l 
Adapted crop rotations and mineral treatment (liming and fertiliz-
ing) are basic to adequate soil management programs in the North 
Central states_ Soils differ greatly in the amount of row crops they can 
stand without damage and in the amount of sod desirable to help con-
serve or improve productivity_ Therefore, wise selection of a cropping 
program in line with land use capabilities is the first essential; use of 
lime where necessary and of appropriate fertilizers to encourage sod 
growth and to increase necessary plant foods is also very important! 
But desirable crop rotation and fertilization programs frequently 
need to be supplemented by supporting3 practices if the soil is to be con-
served or improved adequately and economically. Among these support-
ing practices are contouring, strip cropping, terracing, sod waterways, 
mulching, drainage, irrigation, and use of mechanical devices such as 
dams, flumes or drop boxes, forestry and shelter belts. 
Rotational systems and supporting erosion-control measures serve 
both as complements and as SUbstitutes in the control of wind and water 
erosion_ In his attempts to attain some specified level of soil conserva-
tion, a farmer seldom needs to rely on a single combination of erosion 
control practices and cropping systems. Ordinarily he has a choice of 
several alternatives. He can turn entirely to forages to control wind 
or water erosion. On most of the soils of the Corn Belt and the Great 
Plains, a continuous cover of grasses and legumes will arrest or retard 
the Joss of soil through runoff or wind. At the other extreme, water 
erosion may be controlled adequately by practices such as terracing, 
strip cropping and contouring; if enough of these practices are employed 
and if they are applied with enollgh intensity, a continuous cropping 
of grain or row crops may not cause any serious loss of soil but may reo 
suit in a serious loss of organic matter and nitrogen_ This statement 
applies particularly to those near-level lands of the Corn Belt where 
water erosion is not a serious hazard and where contOUring alone may 
retard erosion and prevent permanent soil deterioration. On level land, 
mechanical erosion·control practices have little relationship to efficient 
farming, and rotations are important mainly as they affect crop yields 
in contributing nitrogen, improving soil tilth, controlling diseases and 
pests or in distributing labor and machinery use for efficient operation. 
Cropping systems may act as moisture conservation measures in either 
the Corn Belt or the Great Plains; a fallow and small-grain cropping 
system may be used for these purposes in dryland wheat farming while 
the grasses and legumes of Corn Belt rotations also accomplish the same 
purpose. 
Thus farmers can choose between combinations of rotations and me· 
chanical erosion-control practices. Rather than select the extremes of 
complete grassland farming or conservation by using mechanical prac-
tices alone, most farmers faced with the dangers of soil erosion will 
wish to select some desirable combination of the two. 
1 Prepared by the follOWing members of the Subcommittee on Costs and 
Benefits of Soli Conservation of the North Central Farm :lIanagemcnt Re· 
search Committee: H. O. Anderson, E. O. Heady, R. O. Olson, Lynn Robert-
son and E. L. Sauer . 
• The discllssion In this bulletin does not cover rotations, which are to be 
considered in another publication. 
S Sometimes called "specific" practices, with rotations and fertilization re-
ferred to as "general" practices_ Also, these are sometimes called supple-
mentary or engineering practices_ 
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A complete analysis of the costs and returns of conservation prac-
tices thus involves a complete analysis of the farm business; it must 
consider (1) the yields and total crop production to be realized under 
alternative erosion-control plans; (2) the type and quantities of live-
stock production that fit into the cropping program; (3) the costs and 
returns for the farm as a whole under the alternative combination of 
crops, supporting mechanical conservation measures and livestock sys-
tems; and (4) the one farming alternative that best fits the capital 
position, skills, wants and preferences of the farmer. It is not the pur-
pose of this publication to deal with the complete farm business and the 
integration and comparison of all alternatives in conservation. The 
North Central Farm Management Research Committee has under way 
more detailed studies on these phases of the conservation problem. The 
direct objective of this publication is to analyze individual practices to 
the extent that this procedure is possible without considering farms as 
units. 
In some cases it may not be logical to allocate all the costs or bene-
fits of a soil·conservation program or "bundle of practices" to the in-
dividual practices that make up the program. The combined effect of 
two or more practices may be more or less than the sum of the effects 
of the practices when applied separately. Similarly, the combined cost 
of two or more conservation measures may be either more or less 
(usually less) than the sum of the costs of the measures applied sepa-
rately. Therefore, figures reported on costs and benefits of separate 
practices are subject to the usual limitations associated with joint or 
complementary relationships. 
For many of the practices, research information is inadequate to 
answer questions on economy that confront farmers. The effectiveness 
of each practice depends upon the type and condition of the soil, the 
length and degree of slope, the intensity and distribution of rainfall, 
and other variables. Similarly, costs for each practice differ under 
different circumstances. Data relating to costs and benefits are avail-
able for only relatively few of the many situations actually encountered 
on farms throughout the North Central Region. New information is con-
tinually available, but much additional research is needed. No attempt 
is made in this report to provide an exhaustive inventory of even the 
available cost and benefit data for the several practices; rather, the in-
formation presented is intended as illustration of costs and benefits of 
the various practices under certain specific conditions. 
In selecting the economic combinations of conservation practices for 
a particular farm, the data as to costs and benefits that are presented 
here can seldom be applied directly. However, these data should be 
useful as benchmarks which a person planning a conservation program 
for an individual farm can use in estimating costs and benefits of al-
ternative practices under the conditions existing on that farm. 
Knowledge of the costs and benefits of specific practices is in itself 
no assurance that the most profitable combination of conservation prac-
tices will be applied. Certain fundamental economic principles are use-
ful guides to the selection of the most profitable conservation program. 
Thus, the presentation of cost and return figures for individual prac-
tices is preceded in the section following by a discussion of the prob-
lem of economic choice. The appropriate economic principles are de-
lineated, and their application to the cost and benefit data in arriving 
at the conservation programs most profitable from the standpoint of the 
individual farmer or society is illustrated. 
SELECTION OF THE OPTIMUM CONSERVATION PLAN 
There is no "fixed recipe" for determining which conservation pro-
gram is most profitable. The plan that is economic for one farmer may 
not be economic for his neighbor. Selection of the optimum conservation 
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plan for a particular farm involves a choice between alternative levels 
of conservation and between alternative plans that will lead to attain-
ment of the desired degree of conservation. 
LEVEL OF CONSERVATION 
A farmer's choice as to the degree of conservation to attain depends 
upon such factors as his tenure position and the type of lease on his 
farm; his resources, including his capital and credit position; his needs 
for income in the immediate future as compared to more remote times; 
and his likes, abilities and skills. 
Society's choice as to the degree of conservation to attain may differ 
from that of any farmer. Insofar as market prices reflect the wishes 
of society, the short-run economic interest of society may be consistent 
with the interests of the individual. Prices, however, generally fail to 
express the longer-run interest of society. Legislation and other ex-
pressions of public opinion may be better indications of the degree of 
conservation desired by society. CUrrently, at least, these appear to in-
dicate conservation goals that generally exceed those of most individuals. 
For any given level of conservation, the combination of practices that 
is most profitable for the individual farmer must be the one that re-
sults in (1) the lowest cost of obtaining a dollar of return or (2) the 
greatest production and return from a given cost 01' quantity of re-
sources. As is shown later, these conditions are modified somewhat to 
take account of the fact that returns and costs arc spread over a period 
of ~·ears. 
Many farmers, because of insufficient capital, inability to borrow, 
and urgent needs for income now or in the immediate future, may set 
very low conservation goals for themselves. They are unable or un-
willing to make investments now even though the returns at some 
future time promise to be high. Other farmers are insecure in their 
tenure. Many of these have little interest in soil conservation because 
they have no assurance that they can share in the benefits of a con-
servation plan which accrue only after several years. However, many 
leases provide incentives that overcome these effects of short or insecure 
tenure. 
Not all farmers are guided entirely by economic considerations in 
selecting their conservation goals. Many are "conservation minded." 
They may be motivated by a sense of obligation to future generations, 
a sense of pride in a well-kept farm, or the social pressure of the com-
munity. Conservation goals set for themselves by many farmers are 
thus products of background, training, personality and other personal 
characteristics. 
CHOICE OF METHOD OF ATTAINING DESIRED LEVEL 
Having decided the degree of conservation that is desired, a farmer 
must select the practices with which to achieve this goal. The most 
profitable practice or combination of practices wiI! depend upon (1) the 
costs and returns from each individual practice and (2) the inter-
relationships between alternative practices. 
Although this publication is concerned primarily with an analysis 
of certain engineering practices, these practices cannot ordinarily be 
evaluated apart from the cropping systems with which they are used. 
For, although engineering practices may usually be considered as sup-
porting practices which supplement the cropping systems, these practices 
are to some extent substitutes for high forage rotations in the attain-
ment of conservation. For example, as the data in table 1 show, lise of 
terraces on land planted continuously to corn reduced soil loss by 4.8 
tons per acre per ~·ear. Similarly, a meadow rotation used withollt ter-
races reduced soil loss by 4.0 tons; and addition of contouring to the 
rotation would probably reduce soil loss by more than 4.8 tons per acre 
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TABLE 1. EFFECT OF CROP ROTATIONS AND TERRACING ON 
ANNUAL SOIL LOSS PER ACRE FROM SMALL WATERSHEDS, 
AVERAGE SLOPE 8.5 PERCENT, CLARINDA, IOWA, 1934-41. 
(a) On fields with continuous corn 
(b) On fields with 4-year rotation (c-c-o-m)b 
(a) On unterraced fields 
(b) On terraced fields 
Computed reduction in soil 
loss per acre" (tons) 
As a result of terracing 
4.80 
1.38 
As a result of using 4-year 
rotation Instead of con-
tinuous corn 
4.03 
.61 
• Computed from G. M. Browning et al., Investigation in erosion control and 
the reclamation of eroded land at the Missouri Valley Loess Conservation 
Experiment Station, Clarinda, Iowa, 1931-42, U. S. Dept. Agr. and Soil Con-
servation Service, USDA Tech. Bul. 959, p. 69, table 24. The data on the 
unterraced results are for a southeastern slope while those for terraces 
are for a northeastern slope. 
b Corn-corn-oat>!-meadow. 
per year. Hence it is apparent that the economy of a practice such as 
terracing or contouring can be evaluated only after the rotation and 
cropping systems have been taken into account; contrariwise, the best 
rotation will depend upon the supplementary practices employed to help 
control erosion or facilitate drainage. 
BASIC ENTERPRISE RELATIONSHIPS AND CROP ROTA'l'lON 
The important relationships between cropping systems and individual 
supporting conservation practices require that the basic principles of 
crop rotation economics be examined before these practices are evaluated. 
The problem of choosing the most profitable crop rotation is therefore 
discussed briefly in this section_ Selection of the most profitable crop 
rotation must take into account (1) the relative prices of alternative 
crops in the rotation; (2) the costs of practices involved and (3) the 
nature of the enterprise relationships between the crops in the rotation. 
These relationships may be complementary or competitive. 
Two crops are complementary to each other when an increase in 
acreage and production of one also results in an increase in output of 
the other from given resources. When two crops are complementary, 
use of resources for the two crops makes possible a greater pro-
duction of one or of both crops than if each was grown independently. 
This relationship exists when one crop enterprise furnishes an element 
of production required by the other. Thus grasses and legumes be-
come complementary to grain crops when the former (a) furnish nitro-
gen, (b) control erosion, (c) eliminate diseases and pests, (d) main-
tain or improve soil tilth, or (e) conserve moisture to an extent that 
a greater production of grain crops is possible over time from fewer 
acres. 
Two crops are competitive when an increase in the total production 
of one is possible only as the output of the other is decreased. Com-
petitive crops act as substitutes for each other in the use of given 
resources, as the gain in output of one crop always necessitates a 
sacrifice in output of the other. 
Recommendations for rotations on particular soils should consider 
especially the extent to which forage crops are complementary with 
grain crops. On bottomlands that are frequently flooded, forage and 
grain crops may never be complementary. Hence any increase in 
acreage and production of forage must be at the expense of acreage 
and production of grain. On level land, forage may remain comple-
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mental'S to grain only when a small acreage is planted to forage. Com· 
plementarity on level fields results mainly from the added nitrogen 
or improved soil tilth which grasses and legumes furnish for subse-
quent grain crops. On the other hand, the complementary range may 
be extensive and may call for a large acreage of forage on rough land. 
Grasses and legumes not only furnish nitrogen and improve sol1 tilth; 
on rough land they also control erosion, which may affect long· run 
yields of grain. 
When forage crops are complementary with grain in the rotation, 
a greatllr total production of both hay (or pasture) and grain can be 
attained from a given acreage through extending the acreage of grasses 
or legumes. So long as forage is complementary to grain, production 
of more grass and legumes is profitable even though the price of hay 
or the return from it ma~' be zero. The hay can be plowed under as a 
green manure crop with an outlay only for growing costs. Its profit· 
ability comes directly through the contribution to total grain pro-
duction. 
Although the prices of or the returns to forage crops have no role 
in determining the proportion of acres in a rotation to use for forage 
crops when grasses or legumes are complementary to grain, they be· 
come extremel~' important in determining which rotation or combination 
of forages and other crops is most profitable when the relationship 
becomes one of competition. When the crops are competitive, returns 
to grain are always sacrificed for any gains in returns from forages. 
Accordingly, considerations of income require that the profitability of 
grain and grasses or legumes be compared. It is the relationship of 
prices of forages with those of grain (or the relationship of returns 
through livestock from forage and grain) along with the cost relation-
ships and rates of substitution between crops that define the optimum 
acreage of forage when grasses or legumes are competitive with other 
crops. The difficult decisions regarding the acreage of forage relative 
to other crops fall in the range of competitive relationships. 
SUBSTITUTION OF FORAGES IN EROSION CONTROL 
On sloping land, it is possible for terraces, contouring and similar 
practices to serve as partial SUbstitutes for grasses and legumes in 
controlling erosion. For example, in 1943 it was estimated that on 
Iowa's Marshall silt loam without mechanical erosion-control practices 
60 percent of the land should be in hay and pasture. With conser· 
vation practices such as contouring, terracing and strip cropping, the 
acreage of forages could be reduced to 40 percent of the total-a de-
crease of one-third in total acreage of forage. The complementary 
effect of forages on yields of grain would come mainly through the 
increased fertility and improved soil tilth resulting from the use of 
forage crops on these soils along with mecnanical erosion-control 
measures. 'Vhen the use of nitrogen fertilizer also is considered, the 
complementary effect of forages becomes even less and is expressed 
only over a long period of time. 
When, as is true on most of the cropland in t~e Corn Belt, the net 
return to the corn produced on an acre of land IS more than the net 
return to the grasses and legumes produced on an acre, part of the 
benefit of a conservation practice is in the form of the increase in 
acreage of grain which it allows. For example, a practice such as 
contouring may reduce erosion to the extent that a given level of con-
servation may be attained on a particular soil with a rotation con· 
sisting of one-fourth meadow. This same soil may require a rotation 
containing one-half meadow to achieve the same level of conservation 
without contouring or any other supporting practice. Aside from any 
differences in yields, the benefits of contouring on an acre of such land 
include the higher net income per acre from grain than from forage 
multiplied by the 25 percent more acres in grain. 
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TIMING OF COSTS AND BENEFITS OF COXSERVA'l'IOX PRACTICES 
An important aspect of the problem of selecting the optimum con-
servation program for a farm is that costs involved in applying the 
practices are incurred in advance of any returns. In some cases, bene-
fits may be realized within a relatively short time span; in other cases 
returns accrue only gradUally over the years. The lapse of time be-
tlreen costs and returns complicates the problem of developing a conser-
vation program in two important respects: (1) Expected returns must 
be discounted to take account of the individual's capital position and 
time preference, and (2) ina&ll1uch as future yields and prices &lepend 
upon a variety of uncertain factors, plans must be made on the basis 
of imperfect lmo\yledge as to the outcome. 
Time preference ancl the choice of conservation pmctices. :Vlost 
persons prefer income at the present time to an equal amount of in-
come at some later date. That is, they are reluctant to invest now 
unless the future returns, in addition to reimbursing them for the 
original investment, promise also to compensate for the cost and in-
convenience of Waiting and are expected to be at least as large as 
from alternative investment opportunities. Thus, the profitability 
of a proposed conservation practice must be measured in terms of the 
difference between the present cost and future returns discounted to 
their present value. 
Individuals differ in the rate at which they discount future incomes. 
Some may be short of capital and may also have strong preferences 
for current consulllPtion and high'earning, alternative uses for their 
money. They are li ke 1.\' to dis~ollnt future returns at rather high 
rates. For example, if a farmer has very little capital and is unable 
to borrow additional money, he may realize as high as 25 or 50 percent 
on an investment in machinery or livestock or buildings. Unless re-
turns from conservation practices promise to be at least as high, they 
would not be profitable for such a farmer. As with any scarce resource, 
it is most profitable to allocate capital on a farm to those activities 
that give the highest rate of return on an additional unit of invest· 
ment. A strong preference for current consumption ma~' also prevent 
some farmers from making investments in conservation measures as 
wel: as in other long·run programs, even though they expect returns 
on such investments to be high. Expenditures to meet the more im-
portant current needs of the family may be considered by the individual 
farmer a more desirable usc of funds than investments in practices 
that will result in increased income, and thus higher consumption, in 
some future period. 
Other farmers who have adeq\late income and savings for current 
needs but anticipate important future needs, such as education for their 
children and retirement income, may have a very low time preference; 
the rate at which they discount future returns may more nearly re-
flect the interest rates that could be realized on alternative invest· 
ments off the farm. 
The length of time over which an individual has control over his 
resources also enters into his discounting process. Much of the bene-
fit of soil conservation practices may not be obtained until after a 
generation or more. The farmer who invests in the practices may be 
concerned only with those returns that can be realized within a few 
years. For example, a tenant farmer, unless his lease provides for 
reimbursement for unused benefits. is likely to be interested only in 
those benefits he expects during the period of his tenure. 
Unce1·tainty ancI the c7lOice of conserration practices. As much of 
the return from current investments in conservation practices wiJI be 
realir.ed in the future, such investment decisions must be based on 
uncertain expectations of the results. This uncertainty is, in effect, 
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an element of cost to be considered in determining the profitability 
of various conservation practices. 
Uncertainty involves a cost in the sense that it necessitates pre· 
cautions that perhaps need not be taken if future events could be 
known. In constructing terraces or mechanical structures to control 
erosion, the more effective the structure the more costly it is likely 
to be. For example, terracing is made more effective by decreasing 
the vertical spacing and increasing the outlets; both make the con· 
struction more expensive. Wider spacing and fewer oUtlets may be 
adequate 19 years in 20 on a particular field, but in the one ~'ear a 
heavy rainstorm could be expected that would wash out such ter· 
races and might cause more damage than if no terraces had been built. 
Uncertainty about such rainstorms prompts many farmers to "play safe" 
and to invest in the more expensive structure that will be needed 
only rarely. 
Uncertainty involves a cost also in the sense that it causes in· 
dividuals to discount anticipated benefits. Benefits of any conser· 
vation practice vary from year to year because of: fluctuations in 
weather and prices. People prefer a given income which they can be 
sure of to a similar income involving some risk. 
In considering investments in soil·conserving practices, a farmer 
may formulate expectations of what the benefits wiII be in each future 
year. As he realizes that his estimates may be far wrong in anyone 
year, he discounts these benefits in favor of income known with eel'· 
tainty which he feels would be equally attractive. Individuals view 
this uncertainty differently depending upon their financial situation, 
background and personal traits. Some individuals, especially those in 
sound financial positions, may be relatively indifferent to risk taking 
and may discount uncertain returns only slightly. Others, and es· 
pecially those with small reserves of capital, hesitate to take chances, 
and thus discount heavily for uncertainty. 
The very nature of uncertainty makes it difficult to obtain infoI'· 
mation that is useful in dealing with it. Climatological data covering 
considerable time are of some value in assessing the frequency of 
occurrence of extreme variations in weather. Historical data as to 
rainfall may also be of value. But even if we had accurate measures 
of the degree of uncertainty associated with each alternative con· 
servation measure, it would still be necessar~' to know the attitUde of 
a farmer toward risk and uncertainty before deciding upon the al· 
ternative that will be most economic for him. 
COSTS AND BENEFITS OF INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES 
Available research information on costs and benefits of the more 
common mechanical conservation practices in the North Central Region 
are summarized on the following pages. Practices considered include 
contouring, strip cropping, terracing, grass waterways, mulch tillage, 
drainage, irrigation, and miscellaneous practices such as flumes, drop 
boxes and dams. 
CONTOUR CULTIVATION' 
Farming around the hills instead of up and down the slopes is an 
effective and inexpensive conservation practice on much of the crop-
land in the North Central states. With greater evidence of the profit· 
ahility of contour cultivation, farmers are showing increasing interest 
in this practice. 
• Although contouring is analyzed separately here, it is more commonly 
used in combination with other practices such as strip cropping or ter-
racing. 
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Fig. 1. Planting corn along the contour reduces waler runoff and soil 
erosion. 
BENEFITS OF CONTOURING 
Tillage implements operated up and down the slopes leave small 
trenches which invite rapid water runoff and heavy soil loss as a re-
sult of moderate to heavy rains. Contour cultivation creates a series 
of retaining basins or miniature terraces which increase the absorption 
of water and reduce the amount of soil loss. 
The effectiveness of contouring is determined by (a) the size of the 
retaining basins left by the tillage implements; (b) the degree and 
length of slope of the land; (c) the amount, intensity and distribution 
of the rainfall; (d) the infiltration capacity of the soil; and (e) the 
c,·op or combination of crops grown. 
Benefits of contouring may be measured in terms of (a) their effect 
on crop yields, (b) the reduction in soil loss they effect and (c) their 
more indirect contribution to returns as a result of permitting a more 
intensive crop rotation under given erosion hazards. To be useable 
such measures must be evaluated eventually in terms of dollars or 
ability to satisfy individual wants and preferences. 
Effect of contouring on crop yields. Many stUdies made in the 
North Central Region show important increases in crop yields as a re-
sult of contour cultivation. Some of the effects of contouring are illus-
trated in table 2. The differences in yields shown represent only the 
immediate effects of contouring and not the longer term effects as-
sociated with reduced soil loss. These more immediate effects of 
contouring can be attributed to (a) increased infiltration of water and 
(b) increased stands resulting from the slow-down in water runoff 
and erosion. 
The increased infiltration of water is especially effective in increas-
ing yields in the drier areas and in the seasons of 101\" rainfall. 
Increased infiltration may, however, adVersely affect yields in periods 
of prolonged rain if it results in saturation of the soil, or if it takes 
place on wet, impermeable soils. 
Much of the increase in Yields resulting from contouring is due to 
improved stands, especially on soils that are subject to heavy washout. 
Stands and yields often can be increased a great deal b~· contouring 
on such slopes. Notice in table 2, for example, that stands were in-
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TABLE 2. EFFECT ON YIELD OF CONTOUR PLANTING OF CORN, 
MISSOURI, 1943·45." 
.-
Increase per acre by 
Perme· Average contouring 
Major soils ability slope Stand Yield 
rate percent 
Stalks I Percent Bu. I Percent 
Knox Very rapid 8.3 2,530 69 26.3 55 
Marshall Rapid 6.3 440 7 12.2 21 
Pettis Rapid 3.0 - 4 - 14 Shelby-Lindley Moderate 6.1 570 10 6.2 10 
Grundy·Summlt Slow 4.0 450 8 7.9 15 
Mexlco-P'u tnam Very slow 3.0 60 1 -.17 -3 
• Dwight D. Smith. The effect of contour planting on crop yields and 
1~~6~on 10"He8 in Missouri. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron., Vol. 38, No.9, Sept. 
creased by 69 percent and yields by 55 percent on the highly permeable 
Knox soils. On the impermeable Putnam soils, runoff rates are ordi-
narily rather high, but because of the flat slopes soil loss is low. There 
is, consequently, little reduction in stand as a result of up·and·down· 
hill farming on these soils. On such soils contouring may prodUce 
large surface detention of water, which in periods of prolonged rain· 
fall saturates the soil and depresses crop yields. 
However, farmers do not ordinarily plant their crops entirely up 
and down slopes. The rows commonly run parallel to field boundaries. 
Thus sOllle rows will be up and down hill and others will be more or 
less on the contour. Assuming that the row grade averages one·half 
the average slope of a field, it has been estimated that increases in 
yield from contouring would be from 50 to 75 percent of that indicated 
for contouring as against up·and·down-hill planting." 
Effect of contouring on soil 1088 and water runoff. A large number 
of studies in the Midwest have dealt with the effect of contouring on 
soil loss and water runoff under a variety of conditions. The results 
of some of these investigations are sunimarized in table 3. 
The data for the Clarinda, Iowa, experiments indicate that the long 
slopes are more of an erosion hazard that the shorter slopes. Dur· 
ing the 7'~'ear period studied the average annual soil loss per acre was 
41.8 tons on the 639·foot, 9 percent slopes. On the plots having similar 
degrees of slope and similar treatment but with slopes only 158 feet 
long, the soil loss was 27 tons per acre. Contouring the I58·foot slopes 
reduced soil loss to only 5.2 tons per acre annually. 
The Clarinda data show that the percentage of rainfall lost as runoff 
is less on the longer slopes. This result is explained by the fact that 
on the longer slopes the water that falls on the upper portions of the 
slQpe can more readily be absorbed. Not only is the volume of water 
passing over the lower portions ot the long slopes larger, but its 
velocity is greater. This accounts for the larger amount of soil lost 
from the longer slopes." 
Steepness of slope is apparently an important factor inflUencing the 
effectiveness of contouring. The data in table 3 suggest that con· 
touring was more effective in reducing soil loss on the 13 pi rcent 
slope :t\Iusldngum soils than on the 6.6 percent slope Shelby loam ~oi1s . 
• Dwight D. Smith. The effect of contour planting on crop yields and 
erosion losses In J\llssourl. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron, Vol. 38, No.9, Sept. 
1946, p. 317. 
• G. 1\1. Browning, et al. Investigations In erosion control and the recla· 
mation of eroded land at the Missouri Valley LoesR ConRervation Ex-
periment StatIon, Clarinda, Iowa, 1931·42. USDA Tech. Bul. 959. 1948. 
pp. 48·49. 
TABLE 3. EFFECT OF CONTOURING ON WATER RUNOFF A!ifD SOIL LOSS. 
-
Slope ·Water 
Soil 
Location Annual runoff loss 
of Soil type Period precipitation Row direction percent tons 
experiment (years) (Inches) Degree Len~th of per (percent) (feet) precip. acre 
-
Clarinda, Iowa" Marshall 1933·39 28.3 9.0 630 Up and down slope 7.8 41.8 
silt loam 1933-39 28.3 9.0 157 Up and down slope 10.0 27.2 
1933·39 28.3 9.0 157 Contour 2.0 5.2 
ZanesvllIe, Ohlob Musklngum 1939·40 19.1 13.0 73 Up and down slope 37.6 IiS.O 
silt loam 1939·40 19.1 13.0 73 Contour 23.3 16.2 
Bethany, Mo." Shelby 1936·42 27.7 6.6 270 Up and down slope 9.3 49.2 
loam 1936·42 27.7 6.6 270 Contour 7.5 23.6 
Owen, Wls.d Alemena 1948-50 25.6 3.0 300 Up and down slope 7.1 8.9 
silt loam 1948-50 25.6 3.0 300 Cpntour .01 .1 
Urbana, Ill.' Flanagan 1941-44 38.3 2.0 180 Up and down slope 2.7 4.0 
silt loam 1941-44 38.3 2.0 180 Contour 1.8 2.5 
• G. l\f. Browning, R. A. Norton, A. G. McCall and F. G. Bell. Investigations in erosion control and reclamation of eroded 
land at the Missouri Loess Conservation Experiment Station, Clarinda, Iowa, 1931-42. USDA Tech. Bul. 959. 1948. pp. 
47-58. 
b H. L. Forast, A. G. McCall and F. G. Bell. Investigations in erosion control and the reclamation of eroded land at the 
:'IIorthwest Appalachian Conservation experiment station, Zanesville, Ohio, 1934-42. USDA Tech. Bul. 888. 1945. pp. 58-70 . 
• D. D. Smith, D. M. Whitt, W. Zingg, A. G. McCall and F. G. Bell. Investigations in erosion control and reclamation of 
eroded Shelby and related soils at the conservation experiment station, Bethany, Missouri, 1936-42. USDA Tech. Bul. 883. 
1945. pp. 91-99. 
d Orville E. Hays. The nineteenth annual report of the Upper Mississippi Valley SoU conservation experiment station, La-
Crosse-Owen-Madison, Wisconsin. 1951. (mimeographed) 
eC. A. VanDoren, E. H. Kidder and R. S. Stauffer. Summary of contour farming study. Ill. Agr. Exp. Sta. and USDA, 
S.C.S. 1948. (mimeographed) 
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE ANNUAL REDUCTIO"'" IN ACRE YIELDS OF 
COR"'", OATS, WHEAT AND HAY THAT CAN BE EXPECTED 
FROM EACH INCH OF TOPSOIL LOST ON GLACIAL AND 
RESIDUAL SOILS, MUSKINGUM RIVER 
\VATERSHED, OHIO." 
Crop Unit Glacial soils Residual soils 
Corn bushel 1.50 3.16 
Oats bushel 1.61 2.31 
Wheat bushel 1.54 1.55 
Hay ton 0.101 0.113 
• R. D. Barre. Effect of erosion on crop yields. Supplement to Musk!ngum 
'Vatershed Ohio Survey Report, runoff and water retardation and soil 
erosion prevention for flood control purposes, append!,. X, 1939. 
However, to the extent that soil permeability, detachability of soil, 
length of slope and intensity of rainfall differ, such comparisons are 
not valid. InVestigations show that when land is similar in all re-
spects with the exception of slope, as slope of land increases, the 
effectiveness of the retaining basins provided by contouring decreases. 
According to studies at the Clarinda station, the retaining capacity of 
a furrow such as that normally made by a lister would be completely 
ineffective in holding water on slopes as steep as 24 percent.' Planter 
marks, disk and cultivator marks, and cornstalks at right angles to the 
slope decrease the velocity of water runoff and reduce erosion on gentle 
slopes. Their capacity for retaining water decreases rapidly with in-
creasing degrees of slope and becomes completely ineffective on slopes 
of 10 to 15 percent. 
The reductions in soil and water loss are important to farmers 
insofar as they affect crop yields. As indicated earlier, the reduction 
in water runoff may be reflected largely in current yields. The re-
duction in soil loss may affect immediate yields, especiall~' on fields 
where the topsoil is shallow. But when the topsoil is deep, much of 
the effect of soil loss on yields may be relatively unimportant until 
several years later. A number of studies provide information on the 
effect of soil loss on yields." The data in table 4 indicate the reduction 
in crop yields than can be expected as erosion reduces the depth of 
topsoil on glacial and residual soils in Ohio. 
Effect Of contolt1"ing on intensity of crop rotation. Effective erosion 
control is obtainable on man~' comparatively level farms through the 
Ilse of crop rotations which include sod crops, ''I'Uhout the use of ad-
ditional practices. Throughout much of the Corn Belt, however, grain 
crops give larger returns per acre than grasses and legumes. Erosion 
control by shifting land from corn to production of forage may, there-
fore. involve giving up some income. It may be more economical on 
many farms to obtain the desired level of erosion control by means of 
some alternative practice such as contouring. Thus some of the benefits 
of contouring may be expressed in terms of the proportion of grain in 
the crop rotation which the contour operations allow without resulting 
in "excessive" erosion. The data in table 5 are from a. Missouri study.-
They illustrate the effect of contouring on the most intensive rotation 
that can safely be used and yet hold soil losses to a level that will 
T [bit/ • 
• See J. H. Stallings, Erosion of topsoil reduces productivity. USDA, SCS-
TP·9S, 'Vashington. 1 ~5n. 
• Dwight D. Smith. et aJ. Cropping systems for soil conservation. :.\10. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 518. 1948. pp. 19·20. 
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TABLE 5. THE MOST INTENSIVE CROP ROTATION SUITABLE FOR 
MARSHALL AND SIMILAR DARK COLORED LOESSIAL SOILS 
OF NORTHWESTERN MISSOURI.' 
Maximum Most intensive rotation suitableb with Land slope 
percent length of slope No conservation Contoured (feet) practice cultivation 
3-4 300 C-G-M-M C-C-G-M 
5-8 200 C-G-;\I-:\O\I-~1 C-G-M-M 
9-10 200 G-:\1-M-M C-G-M-M-M-M 
11-14 200 G-M-M-M-M-M -M G-M-M-M 
15-16 200 pasture Or woodland G-M-M-M-M-M-M 
• Dwight D. Smith, et al. Cropping systems for soil conservation. Mo. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 518. 1948. pp. 19-20. 
b C = corn, G = small grain, M = mcadow. By "most intensive rotation suit-
able" is meant the maximum proportion of grain In the rotation that can 
safely be used and yet hold soil losses to a level that will maintain pro-
duction over a long period of time. 
maintain production over a long period of time'· under various soil 
slopes. 
COSTS OF CONTOUR CULTIVATION 
Farmers sometimes object to planting on the contour because they 
believe that it will require too much time for their farming operations. 
Studies of time, labor and power requirements for contouring do not 
bear out this belief. 
A recent study at Minnesota shows that the time expended per 
acre was about the same when field operations were performed on the 
contour as when they were performed up and down the slopes.n Fields 
of equal size and similar shape and length were compared with re-
spect to time required to perform specific operations on the contour 
versus up and down hill. There was some indication that working 
on the contour saved some time for the heavy draft operations, such 
as plowing, but the data were not conclusive. Time for the lighter 
operations appeared to be about the same whether carried out an the 
contour or up and down the slopes. 
A time survey involving 87 straight-farmed fields and 82 contoured 
fields was conducted in :Missouri in 1934-37_ll! Results of this survey 
are summarized in table 6. These data, which are based on the aver-
age figures obtained in the study, show that the difference in the amount 
of time required per acre when using the most popular sized implements 
on the contoured fields as compared with the straight-farmed fields was 
so small as to be negligible. 
A study in Western Indiana in 1949 gives evidence of some saving 
of man labor by contouring.'· A comparison of 66 fields, of which 24 
,. It is not the' goal of all farmers, however, to maintain production over 
time. 
n S. A. Engene and A. W. Anderson. Effect of an erosion control program 
on labor and power requirements. I111nn. Agr. Ext. Servo Bul. 396. 1947. 
U Kenneth P. Zunkel. A time study of contouring and straight farming. 
Soil Conservation, Vol. IV, No.6, Dec. 1938. 
18 J. H. Yeager. Corn rows on the cont~>ur versus up and down hUI. Ind. 
Agr. Exp. :sta. Mlmeo EC-61. Feb. 1952. 
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE TIME PER ACRE OF TILLAGE 
AND PLANTING OPERATIONS FOR CORN, GSING MOST 
POPULAR SIZED MACHINES FOUND IN A 
MISSOURI STUDY.-
Straight farmed I Contoured 
Operation Size of man labor horse wk. man labor horse wk. tool used 
hI's. I min. hrs. I min. hrs. I min. hrs.1 min. 
I I I I Plowing 16 in. a I 40 11 I 16 3 I 55 11 58 
I I I I Harrowing 10 ft. 34 1 I 31 I 37 1 I 28 
Disking I I I 8 ft. 41 2 38 I 45 2 I 26 I I I Planting 2 row 49 1 I 38 I 50 1 I 41 1st cultivation I 1 row 1 I 33 3 I 6 1 37 3 I 13 
I 
I I I 2nd cui tivatlon 1 row 1 25 2 I 50 1 I 25 2 I 50 
I I I 3rd cultivation 1 row 1 23 2 I 46 1 I 17 2 I 34 
I I I I 
10 I 5 25 I 45 10 I 26 26 I 10 
I I I I 
• Kenneth P. Zunkel. A time study of contouring and straight farming, 
Soli Conservation, Vol. IV, No.6, Dec. 1938, 
had the corn rows running up and down hill and 42 were operated on 
the contour, showed that the contoured fields required 11 percent (an 
average of 0.7 man hours) less man labor per hour than the fields 
operated up and down hill. 
Costs of machinery and power may also be affected by contouring. 
Some estimates indicate that a saving of up to 10 percent in fuel and 
pOlyer can be made by performing operations on the contour.a Wear 
and tear on machinery may be affected by operating on the contour. 
While fewer gullies to cross and less stopping and starting to shift 
gears may reduce ",ear on machines, operation on the contour may 
cause additional wear on axle bearings because of the side draft. 
A shift to contour farming may involve some reorganization of fence 
lines. This problem was studied on farms in southwestern Iowa. a 
few years ago.'" Information was obtained from 30 owner·operators on 
farms of 160 acres. None of these farmers had an agreement with the 
Soil Conservation district and none had rearranged his fields to make 
contouring easier. The more common rotation was corn-oats-meadow. 
Farm planners for the Soil Conservation Service assisted farm oper-
ators to draw up revised farm plans for each farm. These revised plans 
included recommended crop rotations (usually CoCO-MoM) and field 
arrangements for the particular soil and slope conditions for each 
farm. Comparison of the original farm map with the revised plan 
showed that, on the average, when only 560 rods of fence per farm 
were used between fields and around permanent pastures, 631 rods of 
fence per farm were required by the new plans-about 70 rods more. 
Of the original 560 rods of (ence, about 140 rods could be left as they 
were. Thus, about 490 rods of new fence would be required per farm 
if the revised plans were adopted. The cost of this additional fence 
would represent a' sizeable investment at current prices.'· 
"G. M. Browning. Around the hill farming. Farm Science Reporter, Vol. 
7. No.1, Jan. 1946. pp. 23-24. 
" Carl .V. AlIen. Fence for contour farming. Iowa Farm Science, Vol 3, 
Aug. 1948. pp. 3-4. 
1. Some of the old fence probably needed replaCing, hence not all of the new 
fence could be charged to the plan. 
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STRIP CROPPING 
Strip cropping is a popular conservation practice in some areas of 
the Midwest. Three general t~'pes are common. (1) Field stripping 
consists of alternate crops such as corn, small grain, and grass and 
legume control crops laid out in straight and uniform strips across the 
general slope of the field. It is usually used on slopes which, because 
of uneven topography, are not adapted to contour strips. (2) Contour 
strip cropping combines strip cropping with contour cultivation and 
is an effective practice on steep rolling land. The alternate strips of 
crops such as corn or small grain and sod crops are laid out at right 
angles to the slopes-on the contour. (3) Wind strip c1'opping, which 
consists of straight strips of alternating crops laid out across the di-
rection of the prevailing wind, is useful in reducing wind erosion on 
level or nearly level land. In this region it is used mainly on sandy 
soils. Throughout most of the Midwestern states conservation in-
volves water, rather than wind, erosion control; thus the discussion 
in this section emphasizes the costs and benefits of contour stril) 
cropping. 
BE:;-EFITS OF CONTOVR STRIP CROPPING 
The benefits of contour strip cropping may be measured in terms of 
its effects on (1) water runoff and soil loss, (2) crop ~'ields and (3) 
choice of crops. 
Effect of contour strip c1'opping on soil and 1cater runoff. With 
alternate strips of such crops as corn and grain with strips of grass 
and legumes as control crops, the runoff water picks up soil from the 
grain and corn strips, the sod strips reduce the velocity of the runoff 
and filter out much of the soil in the runoff water. The effectiveness 
of strip cropping thus depends largely upon the grasses and legumes 
in the rotation. 
Extensive investigations of the results of strip cropping were made 
at the La Crosse Soil Conservation Experimental Farm in 'Visconsin. 
Table 7 includes data covering 10 years of experiments at that station." 
The area on which these experiments were conducted has an average 
TABLE 7. S'!'RTP CROPPI:\'G VS. CO::\,TOUR CULTIVATIO::\,-RV::-<,OFF 
AND son. LOSS, LACROS",E, WISCO:\,SIN 0941-51)." 
Crop Treatment" Runoff inches 
Soil loss tons 
per acre 
Corn Contoured 1. 24 7.53 
Com Strip cropped' 1.37 4.46 
Grain Contoured 2.34 i.Oj 
Grain Strip cropped' 1.62 2.n 
Hay-l Contoured 1.26 0.30 
Hay-l Strip cropped' 1.42 0.4S 
Hay·2 Contoured 0.84 0.04 
Hay-2 Strip cropped' 1.12 0,32 
Average Contoured 1.42 3.74 
~·\veragf> Srrin cropped' 1.38 2.06 
• Orville E. Hays. The twentieth annual report of the Upper ;\hSSlssipPl 
Vnlley Sol1 Conservation Experiment Station, La Cr~H~e,O\\"en-:\ladison, 
'''iReonsin, 1952. p. 3 . 
.. ,\ 11 plots were 250 feet in length and located on slopes averaging 11 per· 
cent. 
• St~ip" were 50 feet In width. 
17 Orville E. Ha~·". The twentieth annual report of the Upper ;\Ii~si"sipp; 
Valley Soil Conservation Experiment Station. La Crossc-Owen-:\Iadison. 
'Viscons!n, 1952 (mimeographed). 
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Fig. 2. Alternate strips of CUltivated and close·growlng crops on this 
"Wisconsin farm break up long slopes and reduce erosion hazards. 
slope of 11 percent. All plots were planted to a 4·year rotation of corn, 
small grain, and 2 years of hay or pasture. The data in the table 
compare the soil and water losses from plots on slopes that are 250 
feet in length. These data show that strip-cropped land reduced soil 
losses from 3.7 tons per acre to 2.0 tons per acre, on the average, dUring 
the 11 years-a reduction of 45 percent. 
Under Wisconsin climatic conditions, where soil is frozen for most 
of the lleriod between Nov. 15 and March 15, it has been found that 
dense cover such as hay and grass usually allows more of the winter 
precipitation to run off than does plowed land. The plowed land sur-
face is rougher, therefore allowing more snrface storage. Plowed land 
also has been observed to start thawing before land that is partially 
insulated lI"ith vegetative cover. It would therefore be assumed that 
strip cropping might not be as effective a control measure during the 
winter period as during the SUIllIller. However. data obtained during 
five winter periods show that strip cropping is even more effective in 
reducing soil losses in the winter than during the summer months. This 
is due to the fact that even though there may be more runoff from hay 
than plowed land, the velocit~· of the runoff is so low that there is 
very little soil removed in a strip cropping system. That which is 
washed from the plowed land is largely deposited within the hay strip. 
Even though runoff is less from plowed land than from hay land in the 
winter, the soil loss may be excessive. This is particularly true of 
plowed land foIlo\ying corn. The average winter loss for a 5-year period 
on an 11 percent slope . was 5.7 tons of soil per acre. During the thaw-
ing period, the soil is still partially frozen much of the time so that 
the surface is badly rilled where runoff is concentrated. Strip cropping 
is able to break up and prevent this rill pattern from developing under 
winter runoff conditions.ls 
18 Orville E. Hays, Supervisor Soil Conservation Experiment Station, La 
Crosse, 'Vis. Communication dated Nov. 25, 1952. 
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Effect of contoltr strip cropping on lJields. Reports on erosion-con-
trol experiments give little evidence of any important effects of con-
tour strip cropping as compared with contouring alone. Corn yields on 
the La Crosse, Wis., plots reported in table 7 averaged 63.0 bushels for 
the contoured plots and 63.1 for the strip-cropped plots over the 11-
year period (1941-51) .'. An investigation at Bethany, Mo., on 6.6 per-
cent slopes 270 feet long also showed no significant differences in yields 
of corn, meadow or wlleat between contoured and contour strip-cropped 
fields."" 
Effect Of contoltr strip cropping on intensity of crop rotation. Inso-
far as strip cropping is more effective in reducing soil loss"a given 
level of erosion control is obtainable under a particular set of soil 
conditions with less forage in the rotation than when contouring is 
used alone. Estimates made for some of the soils of Illinoisn (see 
table 8) indicate, for example, that on soils that would have excessive 
losses from a rotation containing less than 4 years of meadow to 1 
year of small grain, erosion could be held to a "permissible" level with 
a 5-year rotation of corn, grain, and 3 years of meadow, if contoured. 
with strip cropping the rotation could be increased to one containing 
2 years of corn, 1 year of small grain and 3 years of meadow. Erosion 
on fields with steep slopes suitable for only woods or pasture under 
contouring alone can be held to levels that will maintain production 
for a long period of time with a 5-year rotation of corn, small grain and 
3 years of meadow, if strip cropped. 
TABLE 8. THE lIIOST l::-JTENSIVE CROPPING SYSTE:\rs' SUITABLE 
FOR ILLINOIS SOIL ASSOCIATION AREAS F,., 12 AND 1. 
(Major Soils: 'Ward, Birkbeck, Blount, Strawn, Hennepin)" 
No Contouring Strip cropping 
conservation Percent Depth of practice 
of topsoil Slope In ft. Slope in ft. 
slope (inches) Slope 
0·250 ft. 0-250 I 250·350 0·250 I 250-450 
1 over 8 2-1-2 Drainage may be needed 
3 over 8 1-1-2 2-1-2 2-1-2 2-1-3 2-1-3 
3 3-8 1-1-2 2-1-2 1-1-1 2-1-3 2-1-3 
5 over 8 0-1-4 1-1-2 1·1-2 2-1-3 2-1-3 
5 3·8 0-1-4 1-1-2 1-1-3 2·1-3 2·1-2 
5 0-3 0·1-4 1-1-3 1-1-3 2-1-3 1-1-2 
8 over 8 
__0 
1·1-4 __ c 1-1-2 1-1·3 
8 3-8 --, 0·1-4 --, 1-1-2 1-1-3 
8 0-3 --, 0-J·4 --' 1-1-2 1-1-4 
12 over 8 --, --, --, J·1-3 --, 
12 3-8 --, --, --, 1-1-3 
--' 
12 o-~ -_. --' --, -_. --' 
• Various crop rotations are Indicated by 3·digit symbols such as 2-1-1, 
2-1-2, etc. where the first digit indicates the number of years of row crops, 
the second digit indicates the number of years of small grain crops, and 
the last digit refers to the number of years of legume and grass sod in 
one cycle of the rotation. 
"Source: C. A. Van Doren and A. A. KJingebiel. A guide for the manage-
ment of soils, field crops ancI pastures of Illinois. Ill. Agr. Exp. St.'!. and 
USDA, SCS. 1950. PP. 16·20. 
c Pasture or woods. 
,. Orville E. Hays. Nineteenth annual report of the Unper Mississippi 
Valley Soil Conservation Experiment Station, La Crosse·Owen-Madison, 
\Visconsin. 1951. 
,., D. D. Smith, et al. Investigations in erosion control and reclamation of 
eroded Shelby and related soils at the conservation experiment station, 
Bethany, Missouri, 1930·42 USDA Tech. Bul. 883. 1945. p. 92. 
01 C. A. Van Doren and A. D. Kl!ngebiel. A guide for the management of 
SOils, field crops and pastures in Illinois. III. Agr. Exp. Sta. and USDA Soil 
Conservation Service. 1950. pp. 16·20. 
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COSTS OF CONTOUR STRIP CROPPING 
To the extent that strip cropping results in changes in shapes and 
sizes of fields, it may affect the time and power requirements for per-
forming field operations. An investigation of labor and power reQuire-
ments for erosion-control programs in Minnesota gives some indication 
of the effect of strip cropping on costs.22 Investigators there found 
that on 10 southeastern Minnesota farms the average size of field was 
reduced from 10.3 acres to 5.0 acres, and the number of fields smaller 
than 8 acres in size was increased by more than three times. Also, the 
fields were made more irregular. Before the change 78 percent of the 
fields on these farms were regular in shape. After completion of the 
program, only 42 percent were regular. The remaining 58 percent were 
irregular in width, and this resulted in many short rows for intertilled 
crops. 
The time required for all field work increased by 9 percent as a 
result of a reduction in the average size of fields on the Minnesota 
farms studied. The increased irregularity of fields contributed only 
slightly to higher time requirements. The time requirements for aU 
field operations were less than 4 percent higher on irregular fields 
than on regular fields of the same size. But as only about a third more 
of the fields were made irregular because of strip cropping, the time 
requirements per farm were increased by only about 1 percent as a re-
sult of the increased irregularity. Strip cropping also resulted in 
longer and narrower fields. The study showed that for all field-work 
operations, weighted by their relative importance, fields which were 
three to five times longer than they were wide required about 4 percent 
less time than fields of the same size but comparatively square; fields 
that were six or more times as long as wide required about 6 percent 
less time than square fields. On the farms studied, the proportion of 
long, narrow fields was much larger after the erosion-control program 
was put into effect. It was estimated that this change alone, with field 
sizes remaining the same, would reduce labor expenditures by about 
3 percent. 
Strip cropping is also likely to affect costs of fencing. Long and 
narrow strips require more fence per acre of pasture than square fields 
of similar size. For example, a square 10-acre field (40 x 40 rods) 
would require 160 rods of fence to completely surround it, or 16 rods 
per acre. A long, narrow field 10 rods wide and 160 rods long would 
require 340 rods of fence (34 rods per acre) to encircle it. The size 
of a field also affects the costs of fencing. Fewer rods of fence per 
acre are required to fence large fields than to fence small fields. 
TERRACING 
Terraces control erosion by reducing the speed of runoff to such 
an extent that no appreciable loss of soil occurs. Their effectiveness 
is increased when they are used in combination with contour cultivation 
and suitable crop rotations. 
Terraces permit a larger choice of crops to be grown without serious 
soil losses. For example, more corn or truck crops can be grown with 
a good terrace system than if the land is unprotected by terraces. A 
terrace system may permit the raising of one crop on fields where other-
wise alternate strips of different crops would be required. This has 
adVantages from standpoints of time, labor, and opportunity to pasture 
fields. 
The two more common types of terraces in the North Central states 
are (1) absorption terraces and (2) drainage terraces. Absorption 
terraces have little or no grade. Their function is to keep the water 
.. Engene and Anderson. Op. cit. 
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from running off the field. They are effective in conserving rainfall 
on soils that absorb water at a relatively rapid rate. Absorption ter· 
races are common in the Great Plains sections. Drainage terraces 
usually have variable grades. They permit runoff at such a reduced 
speed as to hold soil losses down to a minimum. These terraces are 
common in the more humid areas in the North Central Region and on 
soils with a relatively low infiltration rate. Their particular function 
is to control runoff and soil losses on relatively long slopes (250 feet 
or more) during rains that are so intense that contour cultivation or 
contour strip cropping alone is ineffective. 
In more recent years, drainage terraces have been used effectively 
in north central Wisconsin and northeastern Illinois to speed up water 
removal on soils with poor internal drainage. By their use, farmers 
frequently can get into the fields 10 days to 2 weeks earlier in spring 
and after heavy rains. 
Both the ordinary drainage type of terrace and absorption type 
consist of a ridge and a channel which form an "eave trough" effect on 
the hillside."" The "down spout," or terrace outlet, is an important part 
of a drainage terrace system. When no facilities are available for 
bringing the water from terrace channels into natural waterways at 
the bottom of the slope, special outlets should be constructed. 
Construction of terraces has become much easier and quicker with 
the development of modern tractor power. General·purpose tractors are 
used most frequently, although self-propelled machinery such as the 
motor patrol grader also is used. Among the more common types of 
machinery used in building terraces in this region are motor graders, 
special terrace graders, disk terracers, whirlwind terracers, bulldozers, 
and the common farm moldboard and disk plows. Farmers are build· 
ing terraces themselves, and Soil Conservation districts and private in· 
dividuals are building them on a custom basis. 
BENEFITS OF TERRACES 
The functions of terraces are fourfold, (1) to protect the terraced 
fields from damaging. soil and water losses, (2) to protect lower lying 
fields from large concentrations of overfiow and deposition of silt, sand 
and debris, (3) to divert water from gullied areas and (4) to speed 
up water removal and control seepage on slowly permeable soils. The 
magnitude of these benefits varies considerably, depending upon the 
seriousness of the damage before terraces are constructed and upon the 
degree of control that is attained. 
Yields on terraced fields at the Soil Conservation Experiment 
Station as La Crosse, Wis., on Fayette silt loam have been 7 percent 
higher than yields on an adjoining unterraced watershed."' For an 
average of the first 9 years, per acre corn yields were 1.8 bushels 
larger on the terraced fields than on the unterraced field. Yields of 
barley were 3.1 bushels higher per acre and yields of hay were .18 
ton higher on the terraced field. As time goes on, the differences in 
yields between terraced and unterraced fields can be expected to In· 
crease. 
Crop rotation experiments on small watersheds in Page County, Iowa, 
.. More recently a rldgeless type of terrace has been developed by A. J. 
"\Vojta and H. B. Atkinson. Soil taken from the channel in the construc-
tion process Is used to fill in low spots in the field. Land "leveling" or 
smoothing usually is needed to make this type of terrace more effective. 
See O. R. Zeasman and A. J. 'Vojta, 'Vis. Agr. Ext. Servo Clr. 386. 1950 . 
.. H. B. Atkinson and O. E. Hays. Erosion controlled by terraces. 'Vis. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 494. 1951. 
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Fig. 3. Terracing and contouring permit more intensive use of this 
Iowa cornfield. 
"'ere established in 1932.'" By 1940 the crop rotations on these water-
sheds had passed through tll'O complete cycles. Average corn yields for 
Page County were 6 percent higher in 1940 than in 1932. The plot in 
the eXl;eriment which was unterraced and carried a severe rotation 
(corn, corn, corn, oats) yielded 20 percent less in 1940 than at the 
beginning of the exr;eriment. A plot with the same severe rotations but 
with terraces showed slightly increased yields for 1940 as compared 
with 1932. Unterl'aced plots with better rotations (corn, corn, oats, 
clover) showed increases roughly similar to those for Page County. 
But the plot that had been terraced at the beginning of the experi· 
ment and that carried the improved rotation, doubled its yield in the 
8 years. Through the combination of terracing and a good rotation, 
the anm'al soil loss from this area was reduced to a negligible quantity. 
It is obvious that further benefits had accrued to this plot through the 
combination of the two good practices: (1) the retention, for use of 
plants, of the nutrients added through commercial fertilizers and (2) 
the growth of legumes. 
In a study at Bethany, Mo., an unterraced field lost 2 inches of top· 
soil in 11 years, as compared with no visible soil loss on an adjoining 
terraced field.'" Both had been cropped with identical 4-year rotations 
including 1 year of meadow, 
Yields on ten'ace ddge and channel. In constructing terraces, the 
topsoil is moved about so that the depth of topsoil in the terrace ridge 
is considerable and the depth in the channel is small immediately 
.after the terrace is built. However, with a little heavier applications 
of manure and commercial fertilizer in the channel, yields may not be 
materiaJly decreased. Data obtained in the Coon Creek and Fennimore 
Areas of Wisconsin in 1939 indicated that yields on Fayette silt loam 
'" G. :\1. Brownin".. ct al. Investigation in erosion control and the recla-
mation of erOded lapd nt the :\!issouri Valley Loess Conservation Experi· 
ment Station, Clarinda, Iowa, 1931-42. USDA Tech. Bul. 959. 1948. p. 68-
71. 
.!O$ D. D. Smith, Soil Conservation Service, :'Irissouri Farmer, June 1, 1943. 
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TABLE 9. AVERAGE YIELD PER ACRE FROM TERRACES I~ THE 
COON CREEK AND FENNIMORE AREAS OF WISCONSIN, 1939." 
Area and crop No. of farms Unit Undisturbed Disturbed area area 
Coon Creek 
Corn silage 8 ton 7.8 8.6 
Corn grain 2 bu. 38.4 42.0 
Hay, first cutting 5 ton 1.5 1.7 
Oats 7 bu. 46.4 40.0 
Fennimore 
Corn grainb 4 bu. 29.0 28.0 Hay, first cu t ting 2 ton 1.0 1.2 
Oats 2 bu . 41.0 35.0 
• Based on unpublished data, Soil Conservation Service, USDA, and ,Vis· 
Agr. Exp. Sta. 
b Yield reduced by hail storm. 
were not affected adversely on the disturbed areas of the terraced 
field 3 to 5 years after terracing (table 9).'" Two tests from the Fenni-
more Area, taken the first year after terraces were constructed, in-
dicated somewhat lower yields on the disturbed area, particularly in 
the channels and on the inslope. 
Effect on intensity of rotation allowed. One of the benefits of ter-
racing is that it may serve as a substitute for forage crops in a rotation 
in reducing soil losses. That is, terracing makes it possible in many 
cases to grow more small grain and intertilled crops without excessive 
soil losses. The estimates in table 10 illustrate the effect of terracing 
(with the crops grown on the contour) on the intensity of rotation 
permitted without soil losses exceeding 7 tons per acre."· The data are 
estimates for five principal soil types and phases in the Monona-Ida-
Hamburg soil association of Iowa. 
On eroded Monona silt loam with 12 to 20 percent slope, a rotation 
consisting of 1 year of corn, 1 year of oats and 3 years of meadow is 
needed to hold soil loss to 7 tons per acre if no other conservation 
practices are followed. By terracing and contouring such land, a ro-
tation consisting of 2 years of corn, 1 year of oats, and 2 years of 
meadow would effectively hold soil losses to the 7-ton level. Thus, the 
proportion of corn in the rotation can be increased from 20 to 40 per-
cent. At the same time, yields of corn would be increased from an 
estimated 37 bushels to 40 bushels per acre. Where, as is true in much 
of the Corn Belt, the returns are larger from an acre of corn than from 
an acre of meadow, the more intensive rotation permitted with ter-
racing may be more profitable than a Jess intensive rotation without 
the terracing. 
COST OF TERRACE CONSTRUCTION 
Costs of terraces built with farm tractors and moldboard disk plows, 
whirlwind, disk or blade terracers, motor patrol graders and bulldozers 
were studied in Indiana. Iowa and Wisconsin. Only slight differences 
were found in average costs for each method among the states. 
These variations in costs were due chiefly to differences in wages and 
'" Unpublished data, Soil Conservation Service and "'isconsin Agricultural 
ExperIment Station. 
'$ A soil loss of 7 tons per acre is not expected to diminish the productivity 
of these soils materially over a long period of time. On many solis 
losses would need to be held to a much lower level in order to maintain 
productivity over a similar period. 
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TABLE 10. ESTn[ATED AVERAGE YIELDS OF CORN AND 
INTE)/SITY OF ROTATIO)/ PERMISSIBLE' ON MONO~A·IDA· 
HAMBURG SOIL ASSOCIATION AREA OF IOWA." 
Treatment 
Terraces Terraces, 
Soils None and contour, contour fertilizer 
Rotation Rotation Rotation 
permissible" permissible" permissible' 
1. Eroded Ida slit loam 12· 
20% slope (shoulders and 
noses) COl\DDElI CO:lIMM CO:lli\I 
2. Eroded Monona silt loam 
12·20% slope (shoulders 
and noses) CO:lDDI CCO:\DI CCOl\DI 
~ Monona silt loam 9·15% 
slopes (lower slopes) CO:lDI CCO:\fM COsCOllDI 
4. Monona silt loam 2·3% 
slope (broad ridges) COl\DI COs COs 
5. Napier slit loam not sub· ject to crop damage by 
overflow CCO CCO CCO 
'Rotation permissIble is defined here as the rotation with the highest pro-
portion of grain which will hold soil loss to not more than 7 tons per acre. 
Abbreviations for crops in rotation are as follows: C = corn, 0 == oats, 
Os = oats plus sweetclover, M = alfalfa-brome mixture. 
b Adopted from estimates made by Aandahl, Alloway, Riecken and other 
members of Solis Subsection, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., and Div. of Soil Survey, 
USDA, 1950. 
in custom rates per hour for machiner~' rentals. Variations in costs due 
to factors such as soil conditions, slope, experience of operators, etc. 
are greater within individual states than among the different states. 
The costs given in table 11 do not include the cost of moving fences, 
leveling, filling, and other work incidental to construction of terraces. 
The Indiana study found that about % hour of work per 100 feet of 
terrace was required, on the average, to change fences, prepare ter· 
race sites and build or improve outlets. The cost of planning, la~'ing 
TABLE 11. TERRACI::-;G COSTS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
EQUIP:\IE::-;T. 1951. 
Cost per 100 llnear feet 
Type of equipment Feet per 
Iowa" ,Viscon- hour Indiana- sine 
Farm tractor and moldboard plow $ 1.81 $ 1.40 $ 1.45 100-175 
Farm tractor and disk plow 1.48 1.84 1.5:1 100-175 
Tractor and disk terracer 1.19 1.90 1.37 100-200 
Tractor and disk terracer (custom) 2.00 - - -
Whirlwind terracer (farmer-owned) 1.31 1.08 ~ -
WhIrlwind terracer (custom) 2.15 2.72 2.0S 180-340 
Motor patrol 2.02 3.00 1.36 300-450 
BulldOZers 5.08 3.70 2.08 200·300 
• J. H. Yeager, L. S. Robertson, H. Kohnke and I. D. :\Iayer. Terracing costs 
and problems in 'Western Indiana. Ind. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 583. 1952. 
b Russell Benedict. :llethods and costs of terrace construction under Iowa 
conditions. Unpublished :lIs. thesis. Iowa State College Library. Ames, 
Iowa. 1951. 
• H. O. Anderson and P. E. :lleNall. Terracing-a profitable venture. USDA, 
SCS and ,Vis. Agr. Exp. Sta. (mimeographed). 
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-out terraces, and checking the finished job averaged 15 cents per 100 
linear feet in 1951."" Well-designed and properly protected terrace 
outlets are important; these may be natural draws, road ditches, sink 
holes, sod water"'ays or other types of construction. The costs of 
-establishing sod waterways are discussed in a later section. 
Terrace construction costs vary considerably from farm to farm due 
to a number of factors. Among the more important of these are type 
and condition of soil, degree and uniformity of slope, amount of 
-straightening and leveling undertaken, type of equipment, experience of 
operators, amount of crop residue, capacity and length of terrace, and 
availability of outlets. Good terraces can be built at relatively low cost 
with any of the types of equipment mentioned in this report. Quality 
-of workmanship, as well as economy in construction, should be con-
sidered. Terraces that are properly planned, constructed and main-
tained will last indefinitely_ Extra care and expense in eliminating 
-sharp curves. or smoothing or otherwise improving a terrace system 
will bring extra returns in terms of easier working over a long period 
-of time. 
While the principles of construction are readily upderstood, it is 
important that terrace systems be planned and staked out by those 
trained to do that work. Farmers and grader operators can build the 
terraces, if given expert instruction and supervision. The finished work 
needs to be checked with instruments for proper grade and capacity. 
Type Of equipment and cost. The differences in terrace construction 
costs using the varions types of equipment with ordinary farm tractors 
appear to be small (see table 11). When using larger equipment es-
pecially designed for terracing, the costs were found to be high, except 
where considerable work was performed by each machine. These special 
machines appear to be most practicable for custom operators. 
The higher costs of construction When bulldozers and patrol graders 
were used are due, at least partly, to the greater fiBs and more leveling 
needed on fields where these tend to be used than on the fields which 
tend to be terraced with farm tractors and plows. Farmers apparently 
prefer to hire the larger equipment for the more difficult jobs. Farm 
tractors and plow equipment are better suited to the more uniform 
-slopes than to fields that require considerable filling and leveling. 
Tel-race capacity and costs. More time is required to construct 100 
linear feet of terrace with a large capacity, as measured by square feet 
of cross-section, than for a smaller terrace (table 12). The greater 
the width between terraces, the larger the terrace capacity needed. 
-Capacity requirements depend chiefl~' upon the size of the drainage 
area, the amount and intensity of the rainfall, slope, and the crops to 
TABLE 12. IXFLUENCE OF CHANNEL SIZE ON RATE AND COST 
OF BUILDING TERRACES WITH ~IOI,DBOARD PLOWS, 
INDIANA. 1951." 
Square feet in Linear feet per Cost Per 100 ('hannel cross·sectlon hour feet 
LeHs than S 167 $ 1.69 
:S·' 157 1.90 
10 ot" n10re 147 2.00 
Average 156 1.81 
• Yeager et aL OP. cit. 
"'" J. H. Yeager. L. S. Robertson, H. Kohnke and I. D. Mayer. Terracing 
costs and problems in western Indiana. Ind. Agr. Exp. Stu. But. 583. 1952. 
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TABLE 13. RELATIONSHIP OF SLOPE AND WATERSHED AREA TO 
FEET OF TERRACES PER ACRE AND CHANNEL CROSS·SECTION 
AREA." 
"\Vatershed area 
Less than 12 acres 12 acres or more All fields 
Slope 
Terraces Channel Terraces Channel Terraces Channel 
per cross- per cross· per cross-
acre section acre section acre section 
(Linear) (Square) (Linear) (Square) (Linear) (Sauare) 
feet feet feet fpet feet feet 
Less than 4% 78 9.6 106 11.3 95 10.3 
4-5% 105 9.9 101 12.2 103 10.8 
6% Or more 148 9.7 120 14.1 1!!8 11.9 
Average 106 9.7 110 12.0 lOS 11.0 
• ~ eager, et ul. Op. CIt. 
be grown. With a corn-grain-hay-hay rotation, soil losses were about 
the same for 9-foot vertical spacings as for 5-foot spacings."" Farmers, 
therefore, have a limited amount of leeway in the size and spacing of 
terraces. 
Percent of slope and cost. As the percentage of slope increases, 
greater terrace capacity is needed, This may be obtained by increasing 
the channel cross-section or by narrower terrace spacing, The latter 
increases the linear feet of terrace needed per acre. On the other hand, 
the size of the watershed does not greatly affect the length of terrace 
per acre. On 4 percent slopes each 100 linear feet of terrace takes care 
of water from 1 acre of land, whereas on steeper slopes, 100 feet of' 
terrace takes care of water from only 1h aere or less (table 13). 
Length Of terrace and costs. As the length of a terrace increases, 
the cost per 100 linear feet is reduced because a larger proportion of 
total time is spent in actual plowing and less time proportionately in 
making turns (table 14). 
PrepaJ'ing fields for teJ'racing. About half of the terraced fields in 
the Indiana study required preparatory work before the terracing job 
TABLE 14. INFLUENCE OF AVERAGE LENGTH OF TERRACE ON 
R.\ 'rE AND COST OF BUILDDl'G TERRACES WITH 
MOLDBOARD PLOWS. INDIANA, 1951." 
Average 
Average length per terrace (feet) Linear feet per Co~t p('r 100 
hour fe"t 
950 or more lSi; $ 1.55 
600-949 1-· , - 1.63 
Less than 600 lOS 2.48 
Average 156 , $ 1.81 
" Yeager. et al. Op. cit. 
00 H. B. Atkinson and O. E. Hays. Erosion controlled b" tE'rracE''', 'Vis. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 494. 1951. 
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was started."' This included extending terraces under fences, changing 
fences, clearing off excessive crop residue, disking the terrace sites and 
improving existing outlets or building new ones. This work averaged 
a half hour of work per 100 feet of terrace on 54 farms. 
Sod waterways, aVeraging about 20 feet in width, were constructed 
by farmers with their own equipment at a cost of $1.32 per 1,000 square 
feet of waterway. Where the work was more difficult, the larger cus-
tom equipment was used. Costs averaged $5.02 per 1,000 square feet for 
the latter. The watersheds served by these waterways averaged about 
20 acres, the cost per acre being about the same as the cost per 1,000 
square feet. 
In 67 of 112 fields where fills were required on terrace sites, bull· 
dozers were used on a custom basis. Small fills were generally made 
by farmers themselves using either their own equipment or machinery 
borrowed from neighbors. Tractor scoops used in 22 fields required the 
fewest man hours and least cost per 100 feet of fill. 
Tractor hydraulic and rollover scoops were reported to work satis-
factorily in moving soil from the terrace channel to make fills. Several 
farmers reported that mounted grader blades were used with s-uccess 
in making small fills. For large fills, soil was usually obtained from an 
area above the terrace rather than from the terrace channel. 
Summary of labor requirements and costs. The Indiana study found 
that when terracing operations such as filling, moving fences, and build-
ing outlets as well as terraces were performed, 2.0 man hours were re-
quired per 100 linear feet. The total eost of this construction in 1951 
was about $3.70. When satisfactory natural outlets were available and 
no other field preparation was necessary, farmers built 100 feet of ter-
races with 1.0 maR hour of labor at a total cost of about $2.00 per 
acre.'" 
The pOSsible saving in cost as a result of building terraces before 
gullies have been formed is apparent. If fills had not been necessary 
in some of the fields, the cost per 100 linear feet of terraces would 
have been reduced about one·fourth. . 
Terraces constructed entirely by farmers, except for laying out and 
checking, required more man labor and tractor and equipment use but 
cost less per 100 feet than when custom machinery and labor were used. 
Tractor costs accounted for 40 percent and man labor for 32 percent of 
the total cost of construction of terraces. 
TERRACE lIfAINTEN ANCE COSTS 
If recommended methods of operating tillage machinery are used, 
very little maintenance should be nQeded for terraces. No special 
maintenance had been required for more than one-fourth of the terraces 
studied on a group of Indiana farms." An average of about 7.5 hours 
for maintenance of 6,839 feet of terraces annually were used per farm 
on a group of 53 farms. 
DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS OVER TIME 
The timing of costs and returns is important In the selection of a 
conservation practice. Terraces, if custom built, involve a rather large 
initial out·of-pocket investment for construction. Once constructed, 
81 Yeager, et al. Op. cit . 
.. Estimates In 1951 by R. P. Beasley, Department of Agricultural Engineer-
ing, UNiversity of Missouri, indicated that in Missouri grass terrace out-
let!!! cost $5 to $6 per acre of land served plus an annual maintenance 
cost for fertillty treatment of 10 cents per acre of land served. 
sa Yeager, et al. Op. cit. 
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however, they may last indefinitely if properly maintained each year. 
A schedule of estimated. costs and returns over several years for ter-
racing is given in table 15. The initial costs include the cost of filling, 
moving fences, and constructing terraces and outlets. The benefit 
schedule includes only the expected increases in yield. It should be 
kept in mind that the acreage of small grain and intertilled crops may 
be increased immediately, and where these crops give higher returns 
than meadow crops additional benefits may be realized each year. 
TABLE 15. ESTIl\1A'l'ED DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS AND RETURNS 
FRO:>l TERRACING OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS. 
Cost, (dollars) 
Yield increaseb (bu.) 
Costs and corn yield benefits per acre realized in 
year terraces are constructed and in each year 
following 
1st 
year I 2nd I 3rd 14th 1 5th 1 6th 17th 1 8th year year year year year year year 
$5.55 I 0.15 I 0.15 I 0.15 I 0.15 I 0.15 I 0.15 I 0.15 
-2 0 I 1 2 I 3 I 4 I I 4 
• Costs per acre are based on an assumed $3.70 initial expenditure per 100 
linear feet for all terracing operations, including filling, moving fences, 
and construction of terrace and outlets and an additional cost of $0.10 per 
100 linear feet each year for maintenance. It is assumed that 150 linear 
feet of terrace service an acre of land. 
b Yield increase estimates for Fayette silt loams in western Wisconsin are 
based upon pre-terracing per acre yields of 55 bushels and a crop rotation 
of corn, oats, meadow, meadow and on the basis that 7 percent increase in 
yields would be attained in from 6 to 8 years. Extra applications of barn-
yard manure would be given to the terrace channels immediately after 
construction to increase the organic matter. 
GRASS WATERWAYS 
The grass waterway is one of the most common soil conservation 
practices known. The channel of the grass waterway functions as a 
wide, shallow, open ditch designed to carry peak runoff following rain-
storms without damage to the land. The need for protected waterways 
has increased with the growing of larger acreages of intertilled crops, 
which leave the land without protective cover during the months of 
heaviest rainfall. The problem tends to be mOTe serious in the slowly 
permeable soil areas where much of the water must be carried away by 
surface drainage, particularly following intense rains. To be success-
ful, grass waterways must be properly designed. They are difficult to 
establish on soils having poor internal drainage. 
BENEFITS OF WATERWAYS 
It is difficult to estimate the specific benefits of grass waterways. 
GraSs waterways are an integral part of the entire water management 
plan, and benefits from them are tied in with the over-all benefits of 
such a plan. However, grass waterways reduce soil and water losses, 
and once established, they make for easier farm operation and a re-
duction of farm operating costs. It is easier to drive machinery through 
the waterways or to use waterways as a turnrow than to go through 
ditches or to turn around in the middle of the field because of gullies 
or ditches. 
Production of hay or seed can be obtained from waterways. A num-
ber of cooperating conservation farmers in Illinois report that they 
annually harvest from 1 to 1% tons of hay per acre of waterway. 
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Fig. 4. This well-~odded waterway on an Illlnois farm moves excess 
rainfall without gullying u nd produces a hay crop. 
COSTS OF WATERWAYS 
The waterway must be designed so that it will have sufficient 
capacity to carry peak runoff following the most intense rainstorms_ 
Small waterways can usuall~' be shaped with the regular farm equip-
ment; large waterways, however, can best be built with a bulldozer or a 
motor patrol grader, or carry-all scoops. The cost of building and es-
tablishing grass waterways varies with the size of ti:!e watershed, the 
soil type, the amount of earth moving necessary, the amount of soil 
treatment required, etc. Frequently it is necessary to rework and re-
seed the waterway two or more times before desired results are obtained. 
It has been estimated that grass waterways can be prepared at a cost of 
from 75 cents to $1.50 per 1,000 square feet of waterway, plus the cost 
of any earth moving necessary in shaping the waterway." 
Data concerning costs and other aspects of grass waterways were 
obtained through a survey of 59 farms in northeastern Illinois in 1951." 
The majority of the farms included in the survey were on Elliot-Ashkum 
and similar soil types. 
Relationship 01 size 01 watenvuys to cost_ In general, costs per acre 
TABLE 16. SEED COSTS FOR VARIOUS SIZES OF WATERWAYS, 
NORTHEASTERN lLLINOIS SURVEY, 1951. 
Size (acres) 
I.e"" than 1.00 
1.00-1.99 
2.00-2.99 
~.OO and over 
No. of farms Included 
17 
19 
8 
15 
A\'erae:e seed cos t s 
per acre 
$ 15.99 
11.55 
11 .32 
10.76 
.. From Production capacity studies, lllinois agriculture, 1951. Unpublished 
data. 
"" Reported In Illinois Farm Economics, ~Iarch, 19fi2. 
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and per linear foot of waterway decreased as the waterway increased in 
area and length. The wider waterways had lower bulldozing costs per 
square foot. Figure 5 shows the variation in costs when the waterways 
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were grouped by size. Where the 
waterways covered an area of less 
than 1 acre, there was a tendency 
to make heavier applications of fer-
tilizer and seed. Seed costs varied 
widely by size of waterways and the 
. different seed mixtures used (table 
16). The seeding rate was usually 
higher on the smaller waterways. 
Eleven farmers seeded more than 30 
pounds per acre of ,yaterway. Seed-
ing legumes such as alfalfa and 
Ladino clover also increased the cost 
per acre. A wide variety of seed 
mixtures was used. Timothy was 
the most commonly used seed; it 
appeared on 51 of the 59 farms. 
Bromegrass was included 45 times 
and redtop 25 times. Alfalfa and 
alsike clover were the most common 
legumes; they were used on 24 and 
19 farms, respectively. Most of the 
farmers used four or more kinds of 
plants in their mixtures, giving the 
reason that they did not like to de-
pend upon only one or two varieties. 
There was a tendency to use t,,·o or 
three kinds of grasses along with 
Fig. 5. Cost per 100 square one or more legumes. Rye was used 
feet of waterway, northeastern as a nurse crop on 23 waterways 
Illinois, 1951. and oats on 19. Fescue, reed canary-
grass and bromegrass have proved 
to be among the best grasses in northeastern Illinois for waterways. 
Fertilizer was not used on all of the waterways in the survey. On 
the 35 waterll'ays where it was used, fertilizer represented 9 percent 
of the total costs. Costs varied widely in all size groups because of 
different rates of application. A few farmers applied as much as 1,000 
pounds of mixed fertilizer per acre, but the prevailing rate was around 
300 pounds. Costs averaged $10.51 per acre on all waterways where fer-
tilizer was applied. A number of the farmers surveyed indicated that 
in the construction of waterways in the future, they would fertilize ad-
equately, either with barnyard manure or mixed fertilizers or a combi-
nation of both. 
Relationship of size of drainage area to cost. COi'ts per acre drained 
varied widely within the four groups. Total ,,(lst figures include bull-
dozing or grading, seed, fertilizer, farm mac11JLery and labor.'" BUll-
dozing and grading accounted for a very large proportion of the costs 
(table 17). On the 15 farms on which waterways were built with 
farm equipment only, the cost per acre was less than 40 percent as 
large as when a bulldozer was used and about 65 percent as large 
as when a road grader was used. The difference between the costs 
of regular farm equipment and the bulldozers and graders is mainly a 
reflection of the larger amount of earth moved by the two latter rna-
.. Farm machinery and labor costs were estimated from the following publi-
cation: Detailed cost report for Northwestern and Western Illinois, 1949. 
U. of Illinois, Dept, Agr. Econ. AE 2811. 
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TABLE 17. COMPARISON OF COSTS OF WATERWAY CONSTRUCTION 
BY METHODS OF ::IIOVING EARTH, NORTHEASTERN 
ILLINOIS, 1951.a 
Method of moving 
earth 
Farm equipment" 
Road grader 
Bulldozer 
Percent of total 
cost represen ted by 
15 I 0.9 I $56.20 I - I 42 I 23 I 11 I 24 
6 I 2.9 I 86.72 I 69 I 5 1 13 I 10 1 3 
38 I 2.8 I 149.62 I 76 I 7 I 8 I 5 I 4 
• Illinois Farm Economist, ::I1arch, 1952. 
b Includes manure loaders and scrapers. 
chines. The difference between the bulldozer and road grader groups is 
partly due to the amount of earth moved and partly a result of the 
higher cost per hour for the bulldozers. The common charge for road 
graders was $5 an hour. Ten dollars an hour was the common charge 
for bulldozing. 
RECENT AIDS IN WATERWAY ESTABLISHMENT 
Exploratory work is under \Yay in various states to determine the 
value of soil conditioners, such as Krilium, in preparing and establish-
ing sod waterways. These conditioners, while expensive for large 
amounts, may prove useful in "spotting in" and getting stands of grass 
on slowly permeable soils and other areas of waterways on which it is 
difficult to establish a stand of sod. 
Experiments by the University of Illinois during the last 3 years 
show that special asphalts sprayed on the surface solve the problem of 
holding the seed, soil and fertilizer in place until grass gets fully es-
tablished.87 These special asphalts cost from 5 to 8 cents per square 
yard of area treated (1952). They have proved to be much more effec-
tive and often less expensive than other forms of mulch in establishing 
sod waterways. 
:VIULCH TILLAGE 
Mulch tillage is using residues from a previous crop, left on (or 
returned to) the surface rather than plowed under. It is common in 
arid regions, particularly as "stubble mulch." Its feasibility for humid 
conditions is being testlild in many North Central states. 
::IIULCHING PROCESSES 
An example of mulch Ullage is planting corn on land without tUrning 
under the sweetclover, cornstalks (shredded), small·grain stubble or 
other crop residue. Usually, although not always, some kind of sub· 
surface tillage precedes the planting. A special corn planter shoves 
aside the crop residue from narrow strips in which the corn is planted. 
All the residue then remains between the rows as soil protection. Cultl-
., H. l1. Smith. Save your lioll wlth asphalt, What's ",ew In Crops and 
Soils. Amer. Soc. Agron., VOl. 4, No. S, June-July, 1952. 
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Fig. 6. Seeding ot legume crops between corn rows Is one form ot 
mulch tillage. 
vation may be done with sweeps which go under the residue without 
burying it. Possibilities are being tested of fertilizing heavily to feed 
not only the corn but also the growth between the rows without culti-
vating out the growth." 
Mulch tillage is being experimented with for soybeans, small grains, 
pastures and other crops. Ohio research workers have found it par-
ticularly useful in establishing improved pastures on abandoned or little 
used hills."" 
Special machinery for subsurface tillage, planting and cultivating 
is in various stages of development or introduction into the North 
Central states. Field cultivators, special plows, treaders (made by re-
versing rotar~' hoe wheels), 2-row mulch planter (this machine, mounted 
on a 3-plow tractor, tills the soil, prepares the seedbed, applies f.ertilioor 
and plants the corn in one operation), various gadgets on corn planters 
and various types of cultivation blades or liIisks are examples.'o Ma-
chines and equipment are being improved as time g-oes on, to fa«ilitate 
mulching. 
BENEFITS OF MULCH TILLAGE 
Among the effects of having crop residUes on the surface instead of 
plowed under are (1) reduced water and wind erosion, (2) increased re-
.. John Strohm. This may revolutionize the way you grow corn. Country 
Gentleman, February, 1952 . 
.. H. L. Borst and R. E. Yoder. The trash mulch method of reclaiming 
broom~cdge and poverty gra~s land with alfalfa. Ohio Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Bl-monthly Bu!. :\Iay-June, 1943. pp. 114-119 . 
• 0 F. L. Duley and J. C. Russel. Stubble mulch farmln~. Neb. Bxt. Ser. 
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tention of water in the soil, (3) lowered soil temperature and (4) de-
creased nitrate accumulation in the soiL These results are of different 
importance under different soil and climate conditions_ Mulch tillage 
appears more promising on well-drained erodible soils than on heavier 
poorly drained soils. This is because (1) the heavier soils need less 
protection against erosion and (2) mulch tillage is lil,ely to delay the 
planting date more in the heavier soils which dry out and warm up less 
quickly. However, mulch planting now in the experimental stage in a 
northeastern Illinois area in which slowly permeable soils are a problem 
appears promising as a means of controlling erosion on these heavy, 
poorly drained erosive soils. The lowering of soil temperature as-
sociated with mulch tillage makes the mulching less desirable in the 
cooler northern portion of the North Central Region than in the southern 
portion. 
In general, mulch tillage in the North Central states apparently gives 
its greatest benefits in connection with soil conservation and improve-
ment rather than in increasing crop yields immediately. There is 
little doubt that it conserves soils, particularly those susceptible to 
erosion. But crop-yield experiments show conflicting results. In 
Indiana, tests showed soybean yields slightly higher on mulch-tilled 
than on plowed land, probably because of greater retention of soil mois-
ture, but corn yields lower on the mulch-tilled land." Soil Conservation 
Service experiments for a number of years in Wisconsin showed the re-
sults under mulch tillage were irregular!' Studies have been under way 
at the La Crosse Experiment Station to determine yields and soil and 
water losses from hay fields that were plowed and hay fields that Were 
cultivated with a large field cultivator without plowing. The latter 
treatment leaves a mulch of alfalfa-grass residue on the surface in 
which the grain and legume-grass seeds are planted. When compared 
to plowing, corn yields from mulch tillage were lower (1.2 bushels per 
acre) in rears of below-normal rainfall but not significantly so_ They 
were higher (0.6 bushel per acre) in years of normal rainfall but again 
not significantly so_ In rears of above-normal rainfall, corn yields 
were significantly lower (8.7 bushels per acre). Hay and pasture yields 
have been higher (7-year average of 0.4 ton per acre) from mulch 
tillage_ Small grain yields (4 years) averaged 8.9 bushels per acre 
higher from subsurface tilled 'hay land, and (3-year average) 1.4 bushels 
per acre higher from subsurface tilled corn land. Factors other than 
rainfall should probably be considered as influencing yields-that is, 
number of hours of sunshine, temperature during growing season, date 
Qf planting and condition of seedbed. Ohio experiments showed diffi-
culties in getting as high corn yields on mulch-tilled flelds as on plowed 
fields." 
In Illinois, corn interplanted in legume grass sod crops has yielded 
from 64 to 133 bushels per acre in annual tests since 1946." Corn 
])Ianted without a grass or legume crop yielded 95 to 127 bushels, or an 
average of Hi to 20 percent more in 1946-50 than the interplanted corn. 
However. corn was grown every year on the interplanted plots instead 
Qf only half the time on the regular plots. Heavy fertilization, par-
ticularly with nitrogen, is required for the interplanted corn. Those 
conducting the experiment conclude that "this new rotation is a stand-
<1 A. B. S. Verma and Helmut Kohnke. Effects of organic mulches on soil 
conditions and soybean yields. Soil Science, Vol. 72, No.2, Aug. 1951; 
and E. R. Baugh, R. B. Hickok. H. Kohnke and 1. D_ Mayer. Some results 
of mulch tillage for corn. Agr. Eng., Vol. 31, No.8, Aug. 1950 . 
• , Unpubllshed information from Soli Conservation Experiment Station, 
LaCrosse, Wis. 
<. Unpublished information from H. L. Borst, associate agronomist, soil 
conservationist, Agr. Exp. Sta., Wooster, Ohio . 
•• R. H. Bray, S. W. l\{ilsted and L. T. Kurtz. Two crops in your corn fields. 
Farm Journal, June, 1951. 
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TABLFJ 18. CORN YIELDS COMPARING MULCH PLA:1'1TING WITH 
PLOWING ON JOLIET, ILL .. SOIL CONSERVATION 
EXPERDIENT STATION, 1951." 
Crop sequence Method 
Corn after soybeans :.\fulched 
Plowed 
Corn after corn Mulched 
Plowed 
Corn after timothy-clover Mulched 
Plowed 
Yield, bu. per acre of No.2 corn 
94.8 
101.4 
76.1 
86.1 
85.8 
88.6 
• H. B. Atkinson. Annual report calendar year 1951, SCS Research Experi-
ment Station In cooperation with Illinois Agr. Exp. Sta. 
ard legume rotation. The soil is never bare. All of the crop residues 
are high in nitrogen. More organic matter is produced than by con-
ventional recommended rotations. You will get about the same net in-
come to start with. As you return more organic matter to the soU, in-
crease the humus, and protect the soil from erosion, you will begin to 
mal{e more money." 
Van Doren reported that tests at Urbana, Dixon Springs and Havana, 
Ill., shmyed that (1) mulch materially reduces erosion and runoff, and 
(2) yields will be reduced unless good seedbeds are prepared and fer-
tilizers are added." -
A mulch tillage experiment established in 1951 on Elliot silt loam 
soil at the Joliet, Ill. Soil Conservation Experiment Station indicates 
that mulching should do much to reduce the erosion hazard of grow-
ing corn on the heavy till soils.'· A 4-year rotation of corn, corn, oats 
and hay is used on this experiment. In 1951 corn was planted using 
the mulch method in cornstaU{s, soybean stubble and clover-timothy 
sod (residues from preceding crops were incorporated into the top Z 
or 3 inches of soil with much of the residue on or near the surface). 
Cultivation was performed using single disk hillers next to the corn 
row with a single I5-inch sweep in the middle of the row. Yields in 
1951 are shown in table 18. 
The average difference of 6.4 bushels per acre or 7.5 percent in 
favor of the plowed areas was probably due, at least in part, to the 
biological action tying up available nitrogen in the decomposition of 
the mulch at a time when it was needed b~' the growing corn. A com-
parison of use of fertilizer on mulched and plowed areas of the corn. 
following corn is summarized in table 19. 
In a study of the effects of slit farming, planting in narrow slits 
In sod, and intercropping on corn yields on Flanagan-Drummer soU 
association at Urbana, Ill., for the 4 years 1948-51, it was concluded 
.. without nitrogen fertilizer, all legumes and grasses competed severely 
with the corn, and low corn yields were obtained. With nitrogen and 
water. high yields of corn were obtained in heavy growths of the inter-
crops."" Even with sufficient nitrogen and normal rainfall, yields of 
'" C. A. Van Doren. Project Supervisor, SCS Research, Urbana, 111.. re-
ported in annual project .reports . 
• 0 H. B. Atkfn~on. Annual report for calendar year, 1951, SCS Re5earch 
Experiment Station In cooperation with Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station. 
47 L. T. Kurtz. S. '\Y. Melsted and Roger H. Bray. The Importance of nitro-
gen and water in reducing competition between Intercrops and corn. 
Agron. Jour., Vol. 44, No. I, Jan. 1952. 
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TABLE 19. CORN YIELDS CO:\[PARDI'G FERTILIZED AND 
UNFERTILIZED AREAS OF :\IULCHED AND PLOWED CORN 
j,~OLLOWING CORN, JOILET, ILL. SOIL CONSERVATION 
EXPERIMENT STATION, 1951." 
:\lethod 
Mulched 
Plowed 
Fertilizer 
No fertilizer 
200 Ibs. g·g·8 
320 lbs. 20% N 
No fertilizer 
200 lbs. 8·g·8 
320 lbs. 20% N 
Yield of No.2 corn (bu. per acre) 
41.0 
76.1 
47.0 
86.1 
Cost of fertilizer applications = $14 per acre 
• Atkinson. Op. cit. 
corn under the conventional system usually exceeded those under the 
intercrop system by about 15 percent. This study points out that 
erosion and soil destruction can be greatly reduced by the more com-
plete land cover with intercropping and slit farming. (If a legume ro-
tation is being followed, by using the slit system instead of plowing, a 
sufficient intercrop can be retained to give erosion control during the 
following winter, or if the legume is plowed under in the spring before 
the corn is planted, the seeding of grass or a small grain such as rye 
in the corn in the fall will give a good protective cover during the 
Winter.) 
The experimenters point out that, in addition to erosion control, the 
intercrop can furnish an excellent source of late fall or early spring 
pasture which might more than offset the slight loss in current corn 
yields. The intercrop also furnishes increased residues to return to 
the soil, and helps to maintain and increase soil organic matter and 
soil tilth. 
COSTS OF MULCH TILLAGE 
Only meager information is available on the costs of mnlch tillage. 
The comparative costs of mulch and conventional tillage are infiuenced 
by methods used. Average costs probably do not differ greatly for the 
two processes. Fertilization needs and costs are likely to be higher 
under mulch tillage. because of the competition for available plant 
food, particularly nitrogen. 
Preliminary results in Ohio indicate that sub tillage with a field 
cultivator involves a heavier draft than moldboard plowing on heavy 
soils but that a 2·year·old meadow sod can be prepared at least as 
quickly with a field cultivator as by plowing.·s For pasture renovations 
in Wisconsin, the number of trips on the field and the total power re-
quirements were about the same for fields prepared by the field cultiva-
tor subtillage process as for those prepared by the plowing process." 
When seed is planted without any subtillage process, the cost of field 
preparation may be largely eliminated or it may involve shredding 
and spreading cornstalks or other treatments of the crop residue. 
Corn planting or small.grain seeding can be accomplished about as 
quickly on mulch·tilled land as on plowed land. Improved adapted ma-
chinery may result In reduced costs of plantipg on mulch·tilled land. 
Cultivation is likely to take slightly longer on mulched than on plowed 
.. Unpublished Information from H. L. Borst. associate agronomist, soIl 
conservationist, Agr. Exp. Station, 'Wooster, Ohio . 
•• Unpublished information from Soil Conservation Experiment Station, La 
Crosse, Wis. 
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land. \Veeds might be controlled more economically by spraying than by 
cultivating on mulch·tilled land. 
In view of the comparative newness of mulch tillage in the humid 
North Central Region, its place in soil management and crop production 
is still uncertain. Its retarding influence on soil erosion makes it 
promising if sufficiently economical methods can be developed and if it 
is not necessary to make too great a sacrifice of current crop yields 
for futUre crop yields. It offers the possibility of more intensive use 
of cropland with reduced erosion hazards. 
DRAINAGE 
The purpose of drainage is to control soil moisture by removing 
excess water from the upper 3 or 4 feet of soil." On naturally well 
drained soils, water moves downward, under the pull of gravity, and 
establishes a water table that is more than 3 or 4 feet below the surface 
during most of the year. 
On flat, poorly drained areas the depth of soil to the water table, 
suitable for root growth, is less than 3 feet, and often water is ex-
posed above the surface in pot holes and ponds. In these areas, arti-
ficial drainage is needed if the land is to produce satisfactory crops. 
Such drainage does not reduce the supply of water that can be used by 
crops. A mineral soil that is suitable for fanning cannot be over· 
drained with common drainage practices. 
Tile and open-ditch drainage systems are discussed in this section. 
Tiling systems are used throughout the region for underdrainage, or 
removal of excess water from the root zone of soil. Shallow (8-12 
inches deep) channel-type drainage terraces are used to remove excess 
water from the ground surface. Deeper open ditches are frequently 
used as outlets for tile or as substitutes for tile in subsurface drainage. 
BENEFITS OF DRAINAGE 
Many farmers in the North Central states have found drainage profit-
able. Good yields of corn, small grain and legume hay have been ob· 
tained on land that previously had produced very little as marsh 
pasture or swamp. On the other hand, some drainage ventures have 
been unprofitable where the soil was inherently unproductive or the 
drainage system was ineffective or too expensive. 
A number of different types of benefits are obtained from a well-
planned and properly constructed drainage system. Among the more 
important of these benefits are: 
1. Yields are increased and quality of crops are improved because 
of: (a) better aeration of the soil which is essential to root growth, 
(b) more favorable conditions for the development of beneficial soil 
organisms, (c) greater length of the growing season because plant· 
ing is possible, and (d) greater root capacity as there is no inter-
ruption of root growth due to excess water. 
2. It permits the use of more flexible crop rotations and better soil 
management practices. The drained areas can be used more intensively 
for row crops so that sloping land on the farm can be used for erosion-
protecting crops such as hay and pasture. 
3. It decreases costs of tillage and harvesting operations by making 
it possible to seed and harvest entire fields as units. 
4. It often adds very productive acreages of crops and pasture 
land to a farm without extending its boundaries. 
riO The introductory sections on drainage are made up In large part of ab-
stracts trom papers prepared by P. ,v. ~ranson. professor of agricultural 
engineering, and C. O. Rost, Chief, Dlv. of Soils, U. of Minnesota, Minn. 
Farm and Home Science, Oct. 1950, and Agr. Eng., June 1951. 
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Fig. 7. Adequate engineering is important in connection with tile drain-
age. 
Experiments in Ohio showed that alfalfa yields on Mahoning silty 
clay loam and Trumbull clay for 1919·22 on tiled land averaged 3.8 tons 
per acre as compared with 2.7 tons on land that lI'as not tiled."' On 
Boone County, Mo., bottomlands (having alluvial soils that responded 
readily to underdrainage), the drained areas produced good crops for 
'5 successive years, while the undrained part of the field produced 
crops only 2 years in 5."' 
A part of a field at the Marshfield Branch Experiment Station, 
Wisconsin, was terraced in 1948."" This land had not been planted to 
crops in previous years because the unusually wet field conditions 
often extended into July. The part left unterraced was the highest, 
most sloping ground in the field. In 1949, even the lowest reaches of 
the terraced field were sufficiently dry for seedbed preparation 2 weel,s 
earlier than the unterraced land even though this was on high ground. 
Results for 1949 and 1950 indicated that terraces on this type of 
land are profitable in years of heavy rainfall. In those years in which 
the soil does not remain wet (near field capacity), cultivation parallel 
to the terraces provides additional storage of rainfall in the gro\y-
ing season. 
Yields of hay in 1950 on Spencer soils averaged 2.65 tons per acre 
from terrace-drained parts of six fields as compared with 2.05 tons on 
unterraced land. On terraced fields, yields in the 10\\'er parts of the 
slopes lI'ere substantially the same as yields on the upper sections. On 
unterraced fields in this area, yields usually are greater on the upper 
parts of the slope. 
In other areas where soil conditions are less favorable for crop 
production even after the land has been ditched or tiled, the benefits 
of drainage have been less important. In some of these areas, the land 
51 C. J. 'VlIlal'd, L. E. Thatcher and J. S. Culter. Alfalfa in Ohio, Ohio 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 540, 1934 . 
GO J. S. Culter. Experiments with til<:l drains, :1[0. Agr. Exp. Sta Bul. 285 . 
• 3 Jour. of Soil and 'Yater Conservation, Apr!!, 1951. p. 70. 
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actually is less productive after drainage than it was before. This is 
true of some of the peat and sand sections in northern Minnesota and 
in parts of central Wisconsin that are better suited to forest pro-
duction than to general farming. Some of this farm. land was 
abandoned after tiling, and present operators of other farms are getting 
only a meager living from the land. 
DRAINAGE COSTS 
The costs of draining an area of land depend on the type of drain-
age construction, the characteristics of the soil, the required capacity 
of the drainage system, the distance to an outlet and other factors. 
On some farms the drainage problem may simply be whether or not to 
extend a branch ditch to drain a pot hole into an existing networl( of 
natural or constructed drains. On many farms tiling will involve a 
complete system of tiles . 
. Tiling costs. The cost of tile and the cost of trenching, tile lay-
ing and backfilling make up most of the total cost and nearly all of 
the "out of pocket" costs of tiling (table 20). Trenching, tile laying 
and backfilling are generally performed by custom operators. Other 
operations incidental to tiling such as hauling tile and leveling back-
fill make use of the farmer's labor and tractor. 
The cost of the tile alone, which malws up roughly one·half of the 
entire tiling costs, depends on the size of the tile, the required spacing 
and the distance to an outlet. While many tile already in are only 4-
inch, the recent recommendations are for tile of larger diameter. 
Where a complete system of mains and laterals is required, roughly 
1 foot of main tile is required [or each 20·30 feet of lateral tile. Costs 
per 100 linear feet of lateraI: and lO·inch tile are shown in table 20. 
The number of linear feet of tile per acre drained for a complete 
drainage system may vary from 400 to 800 feet depending on the spacing 
between laterals. 
The custom rates for trenching, laying tile and backfilling, as 
shown in table 20, are averages. Custom rates vary not only on the 
basis of depth of trench but also on the basis of the characteristics 
of the soil (especially the prevalence of stones), the "size of the job," 
and the degree of competition among custom operators. A rule·of·thumb 
method commonly used to estimate tiling costs in Illinois is to take 
the cost of the tile used, add a similar amount for digging the trench 
and laying the tile, and add 15 to 20 percent of this combined cost for 
other costs, including surveys, COVering and leveling, outlets, etc." 
Thus, if 5· or 6·inch tile costs 15 cents a foot, one could add 15 cents 
for laying plus 6 cents for other costs for a total cost of 36 cents per 
linear foot of tiling. 
Oosts of open ditches. The cost of open main outlet ditches on 
Fargo soils in northwestern Minnesota, at 1952 prices, averages from 
$7 to $8 per acre. These ditches usually are legal county or judicial 
systems. On·farm ditches cost an additional $4 to $5 an acre, bring-
ing the total cost to about $12 an acre for the complete system of open 
ditches. 
About 33 feet of ditches are needed per acre of land to be drained 
or about 1 mile per quarter section. Machine rental in 1952 averaged 
$10 per 100 feet or $10 per hour. In addition, about one-quarter hour 
of work with the farmer's tractor is needed per 100 feet of ditch. 
Construction of the channel terrace drainage systems includes three 
earth·moving operations: (1) earth hauling to eliminate field de-
pressions and to construct sufficient channel capacity, (2) earth roll-
ing to create additional terrace capacity, (3) land smoothing or "level-
.. B. F. Muirhead, extension engineer, U. of III. Agl'. Eng. Dept. 
TABLE 20. COSTS PER 100 LINEAR FEET OF DRAINAGE TILE, NORTH CENTRAL REGION, 1952. 
-~ ~ 
Ohio' Indianab . IIUnois' Minnesotad 
Item I I 10" tile I I 10" tile 5" tiie I I 10" tile I 10" tile 4" tile 5" tile 5" tile 6" tile 6" tile 6" tile 
$ 7.00 I $11.50 I $36.00 I $ 8.50 I $12.00 I $25.00 $11.00 ! $25.00 Tile $11.00 $12.00 1 $35.00 I I I 1 Laying tile and I I 1.00 I backfilli ng 1.00 I 1.00 I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 I 1.00 1.00 1 1.00 Trenching I 
30-inch deep 4.50 4.50 I 4.50 10.50 1 10.50 I 18.00 10.00 I 10.00 14.00 12.00 1 14.00 36-inch deep 5.00 I 5.00 5.00 11.50 1 11.50 20.00 13.00 13.00 18.00 12.00 1 14.00 42-inch deep 5.50 5.50 5.50 14.00 I 14.00 1 21.00 16.00 16.00 22.00 14.00 I 16.00 48-inch deep 
-I -I 6.00 -I 24.00 -I - 26.00 16.00 1 18.00 1 1 I Total cost per 100 I 1 1 I linear feete 12.50 I I 30-inch deep 17.00 I 41.50 22.50 I 23.50 I 54.00 19.50 \ 23.00 I 40.00 24.00 40.00 36-inch deep 13.00 I 17_50 42.00 23.50 24.50 56.00 22.50 26.00 44.00 24.00 1 40.00 42-inch deep 13.50 I 18.00 42.50 26.00 1 27.50 1 57.00 25.50 29.00 48.00 26.00 42.00 
48-!nch deep -I -I 43.00 -I -I 60.00 -I 52.00 28.00 44.00 
• Source: Virgil Overholt, Comparison of the cost of tile drainage for the period 1910-14 and 1950, Ohio Agr. Ext. Ser. 1950 (mimeographed) and unpublished data, Ohio State University. These figures are representative of costs for northwestern 
Ohio, but lower than for other areas of the state. 
b Source: Gerald E. Karstens. extension agricultural engineer, Purdue University, Cross section of selected quoted prices. 
• Source: B. F. Muirhead, extension engineer, University of Ill!nois Agricultural Engineering Department, unpublished data. 
d Source: K. W. Hotchkiss, Midwest Drainage and Soil Conservation Contractors Association; these figures are typical for 
southern Minnesota under average digging conditions. 
• Total costs do not Include Incidental costs such as hauling tile, leveling, surveying, etc. which may account for from 10 to 
20 percent of the total costs. 
'" 00 00 
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ing" the field surface between the terraces to prevent impounding runoff. 
Costs in 1951 open ditches on slowly permeable Spencer soils in 
central Wisconsin averaged $1.81 per 100 linear feet, ranging from 80 
cents to $5.60 per 100 feet." The variations in costs were due largely 
to differences in depth and width of the ditch, although type and con-
dition of the soil and differences among ditchIng operators also in· 
f1uenced costs. 
The cost of constructing the ridge type of terraces sometimes used 
in this area for drainage purposes does not differ materially from the 
costs shown in tables 11 through 14. The construction cost of the 
channel type of drainage terrace and land leveling is considerably 
higher than the cost of the ridge type terrace. 
IRRIGATION 
The place of irrigation as a supplementary practice in crop pro· 
duction and soil conservation in the humid portion of the North Central 
region is still uncertain. For years some truck crop growers in the 
North Central states have used overhead sprinkling systems success-
fully. But only in recent ~'ears have large-scale attempts been made 
to test the feasibility of overhead irrigation for forage and field crops 
under humid conditions. The State of Michigan, with almost 14,000 
acres under irrigation, leads in the Middle West. 
BENEFITS OF IRRIGATION 
The benefits of irrigation in the North Central region vary with the 
amount and distribution of summer rainfall, and with the type of Boil. 
In years when rainfall is unusually scarce during the growing season, 
irrigation may make the difference between a good crop and partial 
or complete failure particularly on soils inclined to be drouthy. In 
other years little benefit may result. 
Irrigated corn in Indiana showed significant increases in yield on 
Fox loam and Plainfield sand, even though summer rainfall was above 
average in 2 years of tests, 1947 and 1948. On Brookston silt loam, 
which has much better water-holding capacity, increases in yield from 
irrigation were so small as to be of questionable significance." 
Preliminary tests of irrigating on pastures in the North Central 
states and in other areas with similar moisture conditions have shown 
that irrigation offers opportunity to maintain the carrying capacity of 
pastures through the dry and hot July and August period. To the ex-
tent that the threat of poor pasture during this period sometimes limits 
the amount of livestock kept, considerable irrigation expense may be 
justified as an insurance. At the Dixon Springs, Ill., Station the irri-
gation of Ladino clover and grass pastures on adequately treated land 
has shown an increase of $30.53 an acre in annual gains of livestock 
produced (1949·50) OVer non·irrigated land with similar treatment."' 
COSTS OF IRRIGATING 
The total operating cost of irrigation on any farm varies greatly 
with the number of acres involved. the nearness of the water supply, 
55 Unpublished data. USDA Soil Conservation Service and Wisconsin AgrI-
cultural Experiment Station . 
.. O. W. Luctkemeler and Helmut Kohnke. The In!luence of supplemental 
irrigation on corn fields in Indiana, Soll Sci. Soc. of Amer. Pro. (1949). 
Vol. 14. 1950. 
o. Research work at the Illlnois Agricultural Experiment Station, Report 
for 1948·50. Ill. Agr. Exp. Sta. 1951. p. 48. 
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Fig. 8. Overhead Irrigation of pastures or cultivated crops Is insurance 
against inadequate rainfall on this Indiana fteld. 
the height to which the water must be pumped, the kind and cost of 
power, the number of irrigations required, and other factors. Little 
information as to the cost of irrigation is available for the North 
Central region. 
The principal items of cost of irrigating are (1) depreciation, re-
pairs, interest and taxes on the sprinkler systems; (2) power; (3) 
labor; and (4) water. 
Purchase costs of sprinlder systems vary widely. In Wisconsin, the 
initial cost of installing sprinkler systems was reported to be about 
$75 to $100 per acre if used for only one crop." 
Farmers' estimates of the length of life of sprinklers averaged 15 
years in Idaho. The yearly expense for repairs and maintenance 
ranged from zero to 2.3 percent of the purchase price and averaged 
.4 percent. 
Wisconsin reports the cost of applying an acre inch of water, in-
cluding labor, power, overhead and depreciation to range from $2.50 
up to $5." The cost per acre varied greatly with the number of irri-
gations required. In 'Waushara County, Wisconsin, an examination of 
rainfall records for 29 years, 1921-49, sho\yed that on sandy soils corn 
probably would have needed from one to as many as six irrigations 
per year (June 20 to Aug. 20), oats from one to five, and hay and 
meadow from three to nine per year (May 1 to Aug. 31). On soils 
with greater water·holding capacity fewer irrigations would be needed. 
At the Dixon Springs, Ill., Experiment Station the cost of irri-
gating 5 acres with three and one·half applications (at an irrigation 
rate of 2 inches per application or a total of 7 inches of water) in 
1949 was $37.80 an acre.'"' Thus the costs of applying an acre inch of 
water amounted to $5.40. In this study, gains from irrigation were 
.. A. R. Albert. Better crops and Incomes from sandy solis, 'Vis. Ext. Clr. 
402, July, 1951. 
"Ibid. 
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hardly enough to pay costs on the non fertilized part of the pastures, 
bl·t there was an increase for irrigation of 214 pounds of animal gain 
x:er acre per year for the pastures receiving complete fertilizer treat-
ment. Some of the conclusions drawn from 2 years of irrigation studies 
at the Dixon Springs Station are: Irrigation resulted in significant in-
creases in both forage yields and animal gains per acre; Ladino clover 
was maintained better in the pasture mixtures on the irrigated plots; 
soil fertility treatment was as important as irrigation in increasing 
pasture yields; a combination of soil fertility treatment and irri-
gation gave maximum yields; irrigation was profitable in years of 
normal rainfall, when as few as three applications of 2 inches of water 
each were required; and irrigation made possible a more uniform 
carrying capacity of pastures from year to year. 
In 19'51, 16 Kentucky farmers invested from $875 to $9,000 in 
portable irrigation systems and incurred an annual fixed cost from 
$94 to $856. The fixed cost per acre inch varied from $25.82 for a 
system used little to $0.66 for a system used nearly to capacity. The 
variable costs are affected by many factors, of which the principal one 
is the labor required and its efficiency. However, most farmers en-
cou.ntered a variable cost of $'2 to $5 per acre inch. When 4% inches of 
water were used in three applications of 1% inches each on 20 to 25 
acres with a $3,000 investment, the fixed costs were about $2.75 per 
acre inch and variable costs were about $3,25."' 
Under humid conditions both the labor and power costs of irrigation 
would be lower per acre than in the western states because of the 
smaller number of irrigations required per acre. The smaller number 
of irrigations would result in a larger investment in equipment per 
irrigation. 
Gravity irrigation, using well or imJ;ounded water from rivers and 
streams, is common in many areas of the Great Plains, Severel recla-
mation projects are under consideration in connection with development 
of the Missouri River Basin. Costs to farmers for irrigation of this 
type include leveling and other development costs and costs for dams, 
canals and ditches for bringing the water onto the farm. On the 
Angustora (South Dakota) project, where leveling is now in progress 
(1952), the cost per acre for leveling ranges from $27.90 to $72.50 per 
acre depending upon the amount of dirt to be moved and the structures 
to be built on the privately owned farms in the project area developed 
bv the eoil Conservation Service."" In the recently developed Mira~e 
Flats project in western Nebraska, leveling charges ran as high as $35 
to $40 per acre at 1948 prices. The costs to farmers for the dams, canals 
and ditches to carry the water to the land were set at $1.70 per acre 
annually for 40 years (or $68 per acre total). The charge for operation 
and maintenance for irrigation works on this project is $1.50 per acre 
per year." 
Water constitutes one of the most variable costs of overhead irri-
gation in the North Central states. In some parts of the region wells 
would not supply adequate irrigation water without considerable storag~. 
In some of the places the impounding of rainwater or stream water 
offers the greatest promise. In other parts of the region wells could. 
furnish necessary supplies. Research is under way in the North Central 
states on sources of adequate and economical irrigation water supply. 
00 Investigation of pasture Irrigation, Experiment 19, Dixon Springs Ex-
periment Station. III. Agr. Exp. Sta. 1\limeo. DS 3S. 1950 . 
• , John C. Redman and C. C. Moxley. Economics of supplemental irrigation 
In Kentucky. Ky. AgI". Exp. Sta. Unpublished data. 1962. 
"" I<'rom report of Geo. Schmid. manager of Angustora lrrlg. Proj., to the 
S. Dakota Coordinatlnl!" Committee of the :\10. Basin Development, Minutes 
of meeting held May 26, 1952, p. 6. 
"K. Kristjanson. Development of irrigation farms on the mirage fiats proj., 
S. Dak. Agr. Exp .. Sta. BuL 410. 1952. 
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MISCELLANEOUS CONSERVATION PRACTICES 
Many conservation practices such as spillways, sod and masonry 
flumes, earth and masonry dams, drop boxes, farm ponds, guUy control 
plantings, living fences (multiflora rose, etc.), windbreaks, winter 
cover crops, etc., have an economic place on individual farms. 
BENEFITS 
MiscelIaneous conservation practices generally result in soil and 
water being saved, permit labor, power and machinery to be used more 
efficiently, and aid in increasing crop yields and over·all farm production. 
It is difficult to compute and assign benefits to each mechanical con-
servation practice as they are properly a part of the over·alI farm con-
servation plan. In many instances, the complete plan would not be a 
success without these specific parts. 
COSTS 
The costs of miscellaneous conservation practices vary due to 
differences in size, type, design and construction needed. To be 
successful, it is important that these practices in each particular case 
be "engineered" to do the job for which they are intended; hence, their 
cost will vary, not only from farm to farm, but also on different areas 
of the same farm. In Missouri it was found that in 1951, on soil in 
good working condition, slopes ranging from 6 to 8 percent with no 
serious gullying, costs of various practices were: $5 per acre of land 
served by spillways or flumes; and ponds, 15 to 20 cents per cubic yard 
of earth moved .... 
Estimated (1951) costs of various practices in Illinois were: di-
version channels, 25 to 40 cents per cubic yard of earth moved; masonry 
formless flumes, $25 to $40 per cubic yard of cement used; dams and 
ponds, 2'0 to 40 cents per cubic yard of earth moved; and $50 to $'75 per 
cubic yard of concrete used in the masonry outlet." The cost of sod 
flumes, dams, etc., varies WIdely with the soil type, slope, extent of 
gullying and equipment used. Frequently farmers report that they have 
had little or no out·of-pocket costs in constructing some of the mis-
cellaneous conservation measures.'" If the farmer uses his own farm 
equipment and does the work with his own or regular farm labor dur-
ing otherwise slack work periods, many of these conservation practices 
can be installed at relatively low cost. In such cases, however, the 
farmer generally has some cash expenses for seedings or fertilizer 
and the indirect costs of the labor and farm equipment, sod, manure, 
etc. The vegetative control measures (sod, shrubs, trees, etc.) are 
generally less expensive than masonry construction and in most instances 
are the more practical. 
.. Based on data from R. P. Beasley, Department of Agricultural Engineer-
ing, College of Agriculture, Columbia, 1\10. 
"" Unpublished data, Production capacity study of Illinois agriculture, 1951. 
.. Survey of reservoir watersheds, Macomb, Golesbury, Carbondale and Fox 
Ridge, Illinois, 1951-52. 
